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This report documents the findings of a study funded as Subtask 14 of 
Contract NASl-14887. The study researched the mechanical design of a mod- 
ular antenna concept using a particular deployable module concept. The 
design was developed sufficiently to allow manufacture of a working dem- 
onstration model of a module, and to predict mass properties and to make 
performance estimates for antenna reflectors composed of these modules. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Within the aerospace community, many ways are currently being inves- 
tigated to assemble, erect, or deploy large reflector surfaces in space. 
One concept, potentially applicable to the construction of reflectors up 
to several hundred meters in diameter and embodying several desirable 
features, consists of individual deployable modules which are assembled 
in orbit into the final structural configuration. The primary features 
of this concept are: 1) each module is an autonomous structural element 
which can be attached to adjacent modules through a three point connec- 
tion; 2) the upper surface is a folding hexagonal truss plate mechanism 
which serves as the supporting substructure for a reflective surface; and 
3) the entire truss and surface can be folded into a cylindrical envelope 
in which all truss elements are essentially parallel. The folded module 
is only 25 cm in diameter and when a full bay length of 17 m is used the 
deployed module is 24 m across flats. The modules are transported in the 
folded position, individually deployed on-orbit, and assembled into the 
required structure. 
The initial effort described in this study has accomplished demonstra- 
tion of concept feasibility through development of a subscale engineering 
model. This model possesses all mechanical working features such as fold- 
ing joints, module attachment points, deployment mechanisms, and surface 
attachment methods characteristic of a full size module. 
The development activity has indicated that this deployable modular 
approach toward building large structures in space will support erection 
of 450 m apertures for operation up to 3 GHz with a single Space Shuttle 
Flight. Multiple launches will provide unlimited aperture size capability 
to the limit of efficiency dictated by the use and maturity of full space 
I 
erection or space fabrication techniques. The modular concept is compat- 
ible with the incorporation of secondary structure for the reflecting 
surface as well as active surface control systems. Addition of these 
elements provides the potential for operation of these large structures 
in the mm wave region. 
Use of trade names of manufacturers in this report does not 
constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, 
either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. 
2 
2.0 MODULE DESIGN DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Module Structural Arrangement 
The general arrangement of the modular concept is shown in Figure 1. 
Each module is made up of small diameter (1.27 cm), thin wall (.4 mm> 
tubes which are hinged so as to stow as a cylindrical package approxi- 
mately 25 cm in diameter by a length of about 5/8 the diameter of the 
deployed modular segment. The module deploys into a space frame structure 
with a truss supported hexagonal reflective mesh front surface and a tri- 
angular rear support frame connected to the front surface by cross braces. 
Each module is of a depth equal to .86 times the diameter across the 
corners of the hexagon. 
Figure 2 shows the demonstration model at several points in the 
deployment sequence. Deployment is achieved by operating a jackscrew 
mechanism located at the center of the module which separates the center 
pivots of the two sets of radial arms in the upper surface truss. During 
this motion the arms rotate outward and downward to deploy the surface. 
The perimeter arms, which are hinged at the center and folded parallel to 
the upper radial arms in the stowed position, are allowed to deploy by 
the deploying radial arms. The deployment energy for the perimeter arms 
is obtained from springs within the center fold joint, as seen in Figure 3. 
When the arm reaches its fully deployed position (straight), this spring 
activates a latch locking the arm into the open position. Thus the six 
perimeter arms form, when deployed, a rigid hexagonal outer hoop. 
The rotation of the jackscrew shaft also pays out cables from drums 
which allow the cross braces and lower structure to deploy. The deploy- 
ment forces for deployment of these members are supplied by spring loaded 
joints located at the mid-span fold joints of each set of cross braces 
3 
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Figure 1. General Arrangement, Deployable Module. 
A) Stowed B) = 10 Seconds into C) After Raising Cross 
Deployment Brace Pivots 
D> = l/2 Deployed E) = 3/4 Deployed F) Fully Deployed 
Figure 2. Deployment Sequence - Demonstration Model. 
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Figure 3. Center Fold Joint, Perimeter Arm. 
and the center fold joint of each bottom frame member. Each of these 
springs also operates a latch to lock the joint in its fully deployed 
position. The cable spool pays out slightly more cable than required for 
the deployment motion to insure that there is no residual cable tension 
in the deployed module. 
2.2 Kinematic Description 
2.2.1 Front Surface Description. The front, or reflective surface 
support, face of the module is made up of six equally spaced radial four 
bar linkages and an outer perimeter ring made up of six singly folded 
arms. Figure 4 displays the kinematic motion for one of the radial link- 
ages. As can be seen, the motion of each of these links is straight- 
forward. Figure 5 depicts the motions of one of the perimeter arms and 
Figure 6 details the torsional rotation requirements of the mid-beam 
joint. It can be seen from the diagram that the links must accommodate 
60" of relative pivot axis rotation during deployment. Furthermore, since 
the pivot axes of joints B and C of Figure 6 must be normal to the center- 
lines of the links (in order for them to stow parallel), and the mid-beam 
pivot must remain in a radial plane, there is only one stress free kine- 
matic solution. The end pivot axes are chosen parallel to each other and 
the mid-beam -pivot and torsional joint are incorporated into each link at 
the mid-joint to allow the required torsional freedom. Using this config- 
uration allows a minimum stowed radius (since the tubes can be arranged 
essentially in a circle) allows the beam end fittings to be identical to 
those used at the inboard end of the upper and lower radial arms, and 
allows the centerlines of the deployed perimeter arms, upper radial arms, 
and lower radial arms to intersect at single points located at each of 
the six corners of the deployed hexagonal surface, providing for direct, 
axial load paths in the beams. 
7 
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* ace Linkage Kinematics 
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JOINT @S PARALLEL 
Figure 5. Perfmeter Arm Deployment Kinematics. 
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DEPLOYED POSITION 
4 's A,B&CAREPARALLEL 
B A C 
STOWED POSITION 
B & C HAVE EACH ROTATE3 30" WITH RESPECT TO A 
Figure 6. Perimeter Arm Mid Joint Kinematics (Torsional Rotation). 
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2.2.2 Lower Structure Description. Figure 7 describes the joint motions 
of the lower arms. The kinematic requirements can be seen to be similar 
to the perimeter arms, differing only in that the total rotation require- 
ment is 120" rather than 60". 
2.2.3 Intermediate Structure Description. The remaining kinematic 
motions are those of the connecting cross braces between the upper surface 
and the lower structure. Figure 8 shows the deployment motion of one set 
of these cross braces. As can be seen, the motions of each brace are 
complex curves; they require, however, only Cardin joint motions (i.e., 
pivot motions about two perpendicular axes, both perpendicular to the 
link centerlines; similar to a common universal joint) at each end plus 
torsional rotation of one end of the beam with respect to the other. Two 
kinematic solutions to the problem are possible at the center cross joint 
(.see Figure 9), i.e., the joint can be arranged with the central pivot 
axis either vertical or horizontal. With the pixot axis vertical, 
Figure 9A, the torsional motion required during deployment is approxi- 
mately 135", occuring at the end of deployment. If the center pivot is 
aligned horizontally, Figure 9B, the torsional motion requirement 
decreases to a maximum of approximately 45' occurring during deployment 
and decreasing to near zero at full deployment. However, the Cardin joint 
travels for this case are such that during deployment the center beam 
pivot must travel past its position at full deployment. Therefore, in 
order to use this arrangement, the travel stop which currently prevents 
the brace from rotating past its fully deployed position would have to 
be replaced by some sort of detent arrangement. This requirement would 
complicate the joint design unnecessarily. Therefore the configuration 
shown in Figure 9B was chosen for the mechanism. 
2.3 Demonstration Model Description 
11 
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Figure 8. ,Cross Brace Kinematics. 
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A. CENTER PIVOT AXIS VERTICAL 
B. CENTER PIVOT AXIS HORIZONTAL 
Figure 9. Cross Brace Center Joint Configuration. 
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2.3.1 Requirements and General Arrangement. The foregoing kinematic 
study and module tube sizing (Sections 2.2 and 2.1) established a number 
of design requirements for a demonstration model of the deployable module. 
Table I gives the full list of design requirements for the assembly. 
Figure 10 shows the model in its stowed position, Figure 11 shows it fully 
deployed, and Figure 12 lists pertinent features and overall dimensions 
of the structural members. The 1.57 m (.62 in.) dimension across the 
corners of the hexagonal surface is chosen'to make the overall height of 
the stowed module/deployment stand assembly approximately 2.25 meters, 
allowing the model to operate satisfactorily in a room with an 2.4 m 
(8 ft.) ceiling. The material selected for all the strut members is 
1.27 cm (..50 in.) OD x .7 mm (.028 in.) wall fiberglass tubing per NGMA G 
commercial specification. This tubing is readily available in .8 m 
(32 in.) lengths, and therefore can be used in single lengths for all 
struts except the diagonal cross braces, which must be spliced. 
The reflective mesh used on the model is a Dacron' woven mesh, iden- 
tical to the mesh used on the ATS-6 reflector in 1974. The mesh is sewn 
to the upper radial struts with Dacron thread. The thread is routed 
through brass eyelets in the tubing to prevent chafing during deployment 
motions. 
The model is deployed by an electric motor operating through reduction 
gearing, driving a jackscrew located at the center of the radial arms. The 
motor and gearbox are housed at the top of the removable deployment/display 
stand (see Figure 10). This component arrangement allows one deployment 
motor assembly to deploy any number of reflector modules, which can then be 
released from the deployment motor unit and assembled into a completed 
structure. The display stand itself is a folding tripod, which has been 
modified to mount the motor/gearbox and support the model at the correct 
height for ground clearance at full deployment. 
1 Dacron: Registered trademark of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc. 
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TABLE I DEMONSTRATION MODEL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
l Model to be driven for "hands off" deployment. 
l Model to be deployable in a room with an 2.4 m (8 ft.) ceiling. 
l Model tube size to be 1.27 cm (.5 in.) diameter. 
l Joint fittings shall be aluminum. 
l Stowed package diameter shall be minimized. 
l Model shall be equipped with a reflective surface material, 
which shall be attached to the upper structure to form a flat 
faceted, hexagonal surface. 
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Figure 10. Demonstration Model (Stowed) 
17 
Figure 11. Demonstration Model (Deployed) 
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Figure 12. Demonstration Model Assembly. 
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I 
2.3.2 Deployment Mechanism. Figure 13 shows a closeup of the deployment 
jackscrew mechanism in the stowed position, and Figure 14 shows a cross 
section of the mechanism. To deploy the module, the electric motor 
rotates the cable spool and shaft. This rotation forces the slider to 
move axially along the outer tube, thus moving the inboard pivots of the 
six lower radial arms downward. The upper radial arms are rotated outward 
about these inboard pivots by the lower arms. 
The deployment synchronization cable spool is attached to and rotates 
integrally with the screw shaft. In the stowed position the spool stores 
the three .80 mm diameter stainless steel cables which are used to control 
the deployment rate of the truss braces and lower struts. As the shaft is 
rotated, these cables are payed out, allowing the spring loaded joints to 
deploy the lower structure. 
2.3.3 Joint Description. The module's structural elements are connected 
by pivoting joints to allow for stowage. While there are a total of 54 
joints in the module structure, they break down into 4 basic different 
types. There are 36 single axis clevis joints, of the type characterized 
by the inboard radial arm pivots, Figure 12. Figure 15 indicates the 
locations of these joints, and Figures 16 through 18 are photographs of 
the individual joint installations in the model. 
The second basic joint type is a latching pivot joint plus torsional 
rotation joint (Figure 19). These joints are required in the model to 
accommodate the kinematic motions at the perimeter arm and lower arm mid- 
span fold joints. The link lengths in the demonstration model, approxi- 
mately .4 m for the perimeter arms and approximately .7 m for the lower 
struts, will not accommodate the 30" or 60" torsion movement required 
during deployment without structural failure, so this joint includes a 
torsional bushing on either side of the pivot joint. The joint also 
incorporates a latch in the center to guarantee structural rigidity in 
the deployed position. Nine of these joints are used in the model, 
20 
Figure 13. Jackscrew Mechanism (Stow red) 
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Figure 15. Pivot Joint Location Overview. 
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Figure 16. Perimeter Strut Pivot Joints 
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Figure 17. Perimeter Strut Pivot Joints 
25 
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Figure 19. Pivot Plus Torsion Joint. 
placed as shown in Figure 20. Figures 21 and 22 are photographs of one 
of the perimeter arm joints in the stowed and deployed positions. 
The deployment motions of the upper and lower ends of the cross 
braces are accommodated by the third basic joint type in the model, which 
is a modified Cardin joint. Six of these joints are used in the model, 
placed as shown in Figure 23 and pictured in Figures 24 and 25. Figure 26 
shows a cross section of the upper corner joint. The outboard pivot axis 
strut fittings are simple clevises identical to the ones used at the 
inboard end of the upper radial arms. The inboard pivot axis is directed 
perpendicular to the upper arm fittings and pivots on bearings in the 
upper arm fitting. This pivot arrangement allows two arm joints to share 
one set of mounting bearings, and also permits the motion of the inboard 
pivots of these joints to be slaved together by indexing the shafts of the 
pivots. This slaved motion forces all of the cross braces to rotate 
through approximately eq.ual angles during all phases of the deployment 
motion. 
The lower cross brace joints are identical in function to the upper 
joints, differing only in that, since the inboard pivot axes are further 
apart, an indexing spacer is inserted between the pivots to coordinate 
their motions, as shown in Figure 27. 
The fourth joint type, shown in Figure 28, is the latching joint 
connecting the center ends of the cross braces. Three of these joints 
are used in the module, one at each of the intersections of the sets of 
cross brace struts. 
Figures 29 through 31 are photographs of one of the completed joints 
in the stowed and deployed positions. This joint combines two sets of 
dual Cardin joints, torsion bearings in the end of each strut, and spring 
powered deployment and latching about the center pivot. In addition, 
travel stops are provided for the outer pivots to prevent travel beyond 
their fully deployed positions. 
28 
PLACES 
Figure 20. Torsional Pivot Joint Location Overview. 
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Figure 21. Perimeter Arm Mid-Span Joint (-Stowed) 
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Figure 25. Lower Corner Cardin Joint 
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Figure 26. Cross Brace Upper Corner Joint. 
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Figure 29. Cross Brace Center Joint (Stowed) 
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Figure 30. Cross Brace Center Joint 
(Deployed - Viewed from Outside of Module) 
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Figure 31. Cross Brace Center Joint 
(Deployed - Viewed from Inside of Module) 
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2.3.4 Operation Sequence. The model is designed for transport and demon- 
stration by one man. The model, its support stand, and motor control box c 
are all transportable in one carrying case. The only requirements for the 
demonstration area are a 2 meter (6.5 foot) diameter area with a 2.25 
meter (8 foot) high ceiling minimum and availability of standard 110 volt, 
60 cycle electric power. 
In operation, once the model is set up on the deployment/display 
stand, module deployment can be controlled from the motor control box with 
one pause for zero-gravity simulation. The deployment cycle can then be 
reinitiated and will continue to completion handsoff. The motor control 
circuit includes, in the deploy direction, a sensing circuit which shuts 
off power to the motor at full deployment, should the operator be other- 
wise occupied. 
In the retract mode, two switches must be closed to operate the motor. 
This feature is incorporated to avoid having personnel unfamiliar with the 
unit attempting to retract the module without installing the hinge latch 
retention clips. Retraction of the module with the hinges latched will 
result in structural failure of the tubes, and therefore must be positively 
avoided. 
After the unit has been completely retracted, one man can easily 
return the module to its shipping container. 
2.3.5 Demonstration Model Performance. The initial assembly and deploy- 
ments of the model validated the kinematic models and identified several 
areas for improvement. These results and their implications on antenna 
module design are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
41 
Surface Considerations 
The initial configuration of the model included a knitted metal mesh 
as the reflective surface. This mesh was sewn to the upper radial arms 
and perimeter arms to hold it in place. The mesh surface was prepared, 
and tacked to the model. Initial deployment attempts were made and the 
mesh was found to prevent the perimeter arms from fully deploying and 
latching. The difficulty was traced to the requirement, in knitted 
meshes, for maintaining the mesh in a biaxial tension field to eliminate 
edge curling, wrinkling, and to maintain the design knitted cell size. 
Figure 32 presents the boundary forces which must be reacted in a typical 
panel of the model. The particular mesh chosen required a radial tension 
of approximately .044 N/cm (.025 lb/in.) resulted in a deployment resisting 
moment about point C of approximately .5 N-m (5 in.-lb). The moment about 
the joint from the hinge spring at this point is approximately .24 N-m 
(2.1 in.-lb), coming from the 36.5 Newton (8.2 lb) force remaining in the 
spring at this point in the deployment motion. The arm then would require 
a 90 Newton (20 lb) axial load in the hinge spring, in order to insure 
full deployment. This spring force would be excessive when extrapolated 
to a full scale mode. A graphite/epoxy tube with a 1.27 cm O.D. and .7 mm 
wall thickness and a material bending stress allowable of 689,500 Ua 
(100,000 psi) has an allowable tube bending moment of approximately 
16.9 N-m (150 in.-lb). With the tension field as shown in Figure 32B, 
this graphite epoxy tube will fail due to the tension field at a length 
of 5.5 meters. This would limit the modules to sizes of less than 11 
meters across the corners. As a result of this concern, design solutions 
were identified and reviewed. The mesh radial tension load restriction 
can be removed by using a woven rather than knitted mesh. The woven mesh 
configuration derives the required shape restraint from loads only in the 
circumferential threads. In the interest of continuing the experimenta- 
tion, the mesh on the model was changed to a woven Dacron identical to 
that used on the ATS-6 reflector. Since the woven mesh need only be 
attached to the radial arms, the adverse loading on the perimeter arms 
and hinges the deployment problem was eliminated. 
42 
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A. MESH TENSION FIELD IN MODEL. 
Q= .044 N/cm' 
(.025 lb/in) ' 
B. TENSION FIELD ON PERIMETER ARM. 
Figure 32. Knitted Mesh Free Body Diagram. 
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A second solution to the knitted mesh problem can be obtained by 
connecting cables between the tips of each upper radial arm. The knitted 
mesh would then be attached to the circumferential cable as shown in 
Figure 33. Therefore, the mesh loads would all be reacted by the radial 
arms, and the perimeter arms would be free to deploy independently. This 
solution would, however, result in non-reflective gaps in the reflective 
surface of the assembled reflector due to the catenary shape of the mesh 
loaded cables around the perimeter of each module hexagon. 
Kinematic Considerations 
During assembly, an interference was noted between the upper and 
lower cross brace arms in the stowed position. The interference forced 
the lower ends of the arms radially outward and prevented them from stow- 
ing parallel to the centerline of the model. The "veeing out" of these 
arms is shown in Figure 34, and the arrows on the figure denote the area 
of interference. Experimentation with the lower corner pivot points dis- 
closed that the problem could be eliminated by moving the lower cross 
brace corner pivots outward approximately 1.5 cm and downward 2.25 cm. 
New lower corner fittings were manufactured to relocate the pivot points, 
and the struts then folded in neatly along the sides of the unit, reducing 
the stowed diameter from approximately 36 cm to approximately 25 cm. 
The model also exhibited excessive torsional free play motion in the 
deployed position. This motion was traced to axial, and torsional manu- 
facturing tolerances in the torsional joints. This is of little conse- 
quence for a full scale module since graphite/epoxy tubes in lengths 
exceeding 7.25 meters (corresponding to module sizes of approximately 12 m 
or larger across the corners of the hexagonal surface) can absorb the 
required torsional motion as elastic torsional bending in the stowed con- 
figurations. This eliminates the need for these discrete torsion joints. 
44 
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Figure 33. Knitted Mesh Module Configuration. 
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Figure 34. Stowed Model Showing Tube Interference 
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Initial deployments of the model also verified that in the early . 
phase of deployment, the cross brace kinematics are such that each set of 
four arms must rotate about the upper joints for approximately 85 degrees 
(very nearly horizontal) before the lower arm corner fittings separate 
significantly from the upper joints. During this phase, or approximately 
the first 10 seconds of deployment, the weight of the links is such that 
the model's normal deployment forces are unable to rotate them against 
gravity, resulting in the arms hanging downward forcing the lower corner 
fittings up against the upper corner fittings as shown in Figure 35. 
Deployment must be interrupted at that point and the cross braces raised 
by hand against gravity to allow the lower corner fittings to deploy. 
Figure 36 shows the model after this operation. This action also required 
some means to control the cables being released from their storage spools 
to prevent tangling or binding. As an initial control, weights Tdere used 
to provide a constant tension load on the cables, but were later replaced 
by adding spring loaded service loops to the cable runs. These service 
loops in the cables also served to eliminate variations in cable length 
due to uneven cable winding. The actual cable required on the spools was 
approximately 33 cm more than calculated for smooth winding and winding 
path differences caused length variations of + 1 cm from deployment to - 
deployment. This variation indicates the need, on full scale units, to 
either control the cable with winding guides similar to those used on 
fishing reels, or to use other flexible members (such as tapes) as sub- 
stitutes for the cable whose spooling can be more exactly determined and 
controlled. 
The final model limitation discovered was that the lower arms which 
form the folding lower truss members were unable to fully deploy against 
the force of gravity. The moment about the deployment hinge due to the 
weight of the arms in the horizontal position overpowers the deployment 
moment in the spring loaded hinge. This was overcome in the model by 
using a cord between each lower arm folded joint and its corresponding 
lower radial arm. As the model nears full deployment, these cords become 
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Figure 35. Partially Deployed Model 
(Cross Brace Deployment Hindered by Gravity) 
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Figure 36. Partially Deployed Model (Cross Brace Raised 
to Allow Lower Arm Deployment). 
taunt, relieving the weight from the arm allowing the spring loaded joint 
to deploy fully and latch. 
The 1 g deployment difficulties encountered with the model are indic- 
ative of a class of problem which must be addressed during construction 
and test of full scale modules. Very light weight structures of this 
type are not capable of supporting themselves in a 1 g Earth environment. 
Construction of full scale modules will have to be performed in assembly 
structures which will support the members in undeflected quasi-zero g 
positions. This support will have to be maintained during stowage oper- 
ations on the modules, and during any deployment testing. Thus it may 
well come to pass that structures of this size will be subjected to com- 
ponent testing only and that the initial deployment of the complete struc- 
ture will be performed in orbit. 
2.3.6 Model Weight Description. The Demonstration Model components were 
weighed after assembly. The component weight breakdown for the assembly 
is given in Table II. The weight of the deployment mechanism is not 
representative of flight hardware, and could be reduced by approximately 
40%. If this were done, the total mass of the assembly would reduce to 
approximately 4.45 kg, and the joint mass fraction would be approximately 
28%. 
2.4 Full Scale Module Description 
2.4.1 General Arrangement and Scaling Parameters. Applications for space 
antennas through the next decades point to requirements for very large 
(.5 - 1 km diameter) apertures operating at gigahertz frequencies. In 
order to launch such antennas economically, efficient methods for packaging 
these reflectors into the STS Orbiter cargo bay for launch are essential. 
The modular antenna concept shows significant promise for this application. 
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TABLE II DEMONSTRATION MODEL 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
COMPONENT NO. USED 
CENTRAL DEPLOYMENT 
MECHANISM 1 2.4 (5.25) 2.4 (5.25) 
UPPER CDRNER FITTING 
(6 ARMI 3 .04 ( .09) .12 (C.27) 
UPPER CORNER FITTING 
(4 A-RN 3 
LOWER CORNER FITTING 3 
MID BEAM PIVOT HINGE 9 
CROSS BRACE CENTER HINGE 3 
UPPER RADIAL ARMS 6 
LOWER RADIAL ARMS 6 
PERIMETER ARMS 12 
LOWER STRTJCXJRE ARMS 6 




MASS WJ3 TOTAL MASS (WTI 
kg (LB) kg ml 
.035 ( .08) 
.05 ( .12) 
.03 ( .07) 
.05 ( .ll> 
.04 ( .08) 
.04 ( .09) 
.02 (. .05) 
.04 ( .08) 
.05 ( .lO) 
.15 ( .34) 
TOTAL 
.ll ( .24) 
.16 ( .36) 
.27 ( .66) 
.15 ( .33) 
.23 ( .51) 
.24 ( .53) 
.25 ( .55) 
.21 ( .46) 
.57, (1.25) 
.15 (. .34) 
4.86 (10.75: 
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The kinematics, joint concepts and deployment mechanism of the 
modular antenna demonstration model can be scaled directly to Orbiter 
cargo bay proportions. The only significant change required to produce 
a full scale antenna model is to increase the length of the individual 
struts. The useful size of the Orbiter cargo bay, after allowing room 
for Astronaut ingress/egress to the bay, is a cylinder 4.5 m (15 ft.) in 
diameter by 17.1 m (56 ft.) long. This limits the module size by con: 
straining struts lengths to 17.1 m cargo bay length. This constraint 
leads to 28 meters across the corners of the hexagonal face as a maximum 
practicable module size compatible with STS 'launch. Figure 37 shows the 
general arrangement of such a module, and the resulting strut lengths, 
the longest of which is the 17.1 m (56.25 ft.) cross brace member. Buck- 
ling of the struts due to module loads is the only other size limiting 
parameter. A full load analysis for the module antenna structure was not 
performed since the design loads are mission peculiar. Such an analysis 
should be performed when a focus mission is defined. 
2.4.2 Module Weight Breakdown. The modular antenna concept, in full 
scale versions, promises very efficient support structures for antenna 
reflector surfaces. A graph of module mass vs size is given in Figure 38, 
and component mass fractions vs size are shown in Figure 39. It can be 
seen that for a 28 m module the mass fraction of the module structure is 
20%, increasing to 43% for a 10 meter module. A comparative mass fraction 
for a previous technology reflector (the ATS-6, 9.lmeter diameter 
reflector) is 91% structure. 
2.4.3 Mesh Attachment. The attachment of the reflective mesh to the 
reflector supporting structure is of prime importance in reducing surface 
distortions, which in turn cause loss of overall antenna efficiency. 
Many different methods of securing the mesh to its support structure have 
been tried, and in general those methods which are simplest in concept, 
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Figure 39. Module Component Mass Fractions vs Module Size. 
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Figure 40 demonstrates the method of attaching a mesh surface to the tops 
of the radial tubes. This method was employed on the demonstration model, 
and works satisfactorily. From the performance studies described in Sec- 
tion 3, it can be seen that higher frequencies of operation may be 
obtained, due to the closer approximation to a true paraboloid, by provid- 
ing a curved standoff support for the mesh. Figure 41 describes the 
attachment method used with this type of support. 
Closer approximation to the true paraboloid can also be obtained by 
using surface augmentation schemes which control the position of the 
reflective mesh as if the support structure consisted of more elements. 
Figure 42 describes two such approaches. Figure 42A depicts a reflective 
surface augmentation scheme using discrete attachment points at the center, 
mid-points, and ends of each radial arm and at the center of each peri- 
meter arm. The mesh would be constrained along the connecting lines 
between these points using quartz tension cords. Figure 42B describes a 
similarly augmented surface .but without the complexity of the tie points 
at the mid-points of the perimeter arms. 
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Figure 40. Iiesh Attachment to Radial Tubes. 
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3.0 LARGE REFLECTOR STUDIES 
3.1 Large Reflector Requirements 
Major emphasis in the Aerospace Community is currently being placed 
on development of extremely large space systems for public benefit. 
NASA, specifically Goddard, Langley, and JPL, have announced plans to 
place parabolic and/or array antennas in space for use in public services, 
solar power transmission, radio astronomy and communications. These 
missions identify requirements for reflectors with apertures of up to 
1000 meters. 
The studies below estimate the radio frequency performance, module 
deployment, any joining techniques, and reflector assembly procedures 
applicable to the construction of these large space-borne reflectors. 
3.2 Reflector Performance Studies 
A parametric computer code has been prepared to define the RMS sur- 
face deviation for reflectors made up of iarge numbers of modules. The 
study used the module diameter, number of modules across the reflector 
face, and reflector focal length/diameter (f/D) ratio as input variables; 
and obtained RMS surface deviations as output. For this analysis, the 
basic six element module approximation (Figure 41) was used. These data 
are compiled as Appendix B to this report, and the data is graphed in 
Figures 43 through 46. Note that thermal distortions in the reflector 
are not included in these charts. 
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vs 
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A finite element thermal distortion model was then prepared which 
modeled the upper surface in order to include the distortion effects of 
thermal gradients in the Gr/E tubes. The thermal analysis was performed 
using the program "STRESS" leased to Lockheed Corporation by Tymshare Inc. 
The program is designed to perform linear analysis of elastically loaded 
structures. It can analyze structures with prismatic members or plate 
members, in two or three dimensions, with pinned or rigid joints, and 
subjected to a wide variety of loads, support motions and temperature 
effects. The solution technique uses finite element technique based on 
displacement method. The thermal condition used for this analysis assumed 
that the module faced the Sun directly with the upper radial arms of the 
mesh support surface in Sun and the lower radial arms totally shaded by 
the upper arms, thus creating temperature differences between arms as well 
as thermal gradients across the individual tubes. Figures 47 through 50 
depict operation size vs frequency including the effects of thermal dis- 
tortion in the support structure. 
3.3 Module Assembly Techniques 
Erecting large antennas in space requires construction of large 
numbers of modules , packaging them for launch into Earth orbit, and deploy- 
ing and assembling the completed modules in the space environment. Prac- 
tical means of modifying and/or repairing these structures are also 
required to make such systems truly economical. 
3.3.1 Module to Module Attachment. Attaching elements one to another to 
form larger assanblies will probably provide the largest single challenge to 
the construction of large space structures. Certainly the assembly task of 
connecting modules together to form large, extremely accurate reflector poses 
a major design challenge and imposes significant module design requirements. 
The basic requirements for module to module attachment joints are listed in 
Table III, and Figure 51 shows the location of the joints. Figure 52 
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Figure 47. Reflector Frequency vs Size CInc. Thermal Effects). 
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Figure 48. Reflector Frequency vs Size (Inc. Thermal Effects). 
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Figure 50. Reflector Frequency vs Size (Inc. Thermal Effects). 
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TABLE III DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
FOR MODULE TO MODULE ATTACHMENT JOINTS 
l Joint must have no backlash or free play. 
. Joint must allow for removal/replacement of one module in an 
assembled reflector. 
l Joint must provide positive engagement and latching. 
l Joint must be capable of being made and released by a space 
suited astronaut. 
l Joint must be compatible with the module stow/deploy motions. 
l Joint should allow for one time tolerance adjustment. 
l Joint should be minimum size, mass and cost. 
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Figure 51. Module to Module Joint Locations. 
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Figure 52. Module to Module Joint. 
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shows a design solution for the module to module attachment joints located 
at the corners of the reflective surface, those labeled "A" on Figure 51. 
The exclusive use of axial motions for activation and deactivation of the 
latch allows the module deployment cable to perform double service as a 
latch release cord. Mechanical advantages in the cam motions allow the 
module to be pushed into place and latched for installation. For removal, 
the cable is pulled, retracting the spring loaded plunger and retracking 
the latch cam. The wedging action of the cams against the conical seat 
and the edge of the module corner fitting against the center pin eliminate 
freeplay and provide a load path wheelbase through the joint. Other fas- 
tening devices, i.e., quarter turn fasteners, screw threads, could be used 
to attach each module to the cap plate, but they would require close 
approach by an astronaut to release the module. Using the cable release, 
an astronaut can perform the attachment release for both joints at each 
module corner from the base end of the structure, thus saving valuable EVA 
time and eliminating any danger associated with operating a man in close 
proximity to the reflective mesh. 
3.3.2 Module Packaging for Launch. Packaging studies for modules in the 
STS Orbiter have been performed to obtain (a) the maximum size antenna 
reflector that can be transported in a given number of shuttle payloads, 
and (b) a concept for packing the stowed modules in the STS Orbiter cargo 
bay. 
Table IV lists the number of modules necessary to complete reflectors 
made up of rings of modules surrounding a central module. To assemble a 
symmetrical reflector of increasing size, it is necessary to pack specific 
numbers of modules which correspond to complete rings. The table also 
lists the number of shuttle flights required to transport the required 
number of modules to orbit for assembly, assuming that they can be pack- 
aged for launch in a 25 cm diameter circle. 
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TABLE IV MODULE COUNT FOR INCREASING SIZE (CONCLUDED) 
57 2437 8 
I 
59 2611 8 
I 
61 2791 9 
63 2977 10 
1 
65 3169 10 
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The module stowed package size is primarily dependent upon the dia- 
meter of the structural tubes and clearance allowances in the pivot joints 
to provide stowing space for the lower structure'tubes. The tube stowing 
clearances are in,turn dependent upon the dihedral angle of the structural 
cross members, which can be varied to control the overall structural depth 
of the module. A semi-emperical equation has been developed which relates 
stowed package diameter to module geometry and tubing diameter. For tube 
sizes and module geometries near those used in this study. the relation is: 
D=2 3d '2 sin (30) + “’ + l 5) sin a + 1.1 d]' + [2.23 d + .5]' tan 8 
where D = package diameter - cm 
d = tube diameter - cm 
a = inclination angle of cross members to mast surface plane 
8 = true angle between cross members measured at the upper 
joints 
for the model cross member geometry chosen: 
D=2 [8.059 d + .9X98]' + [2.23 d + .5]' 
The requirements for a packaging framework to transport modules in 
the Orbiter cargo bay are listed in Tab?.e V. An isometric sketch of such 
a frame is shown in Figure 53. It consists of a number of longitudinal 
stringers connecting cradle sections which support the individual modules. 
The cradles are opened sequentially to allow the framework to dispense 
modules singly. Using this transport frame approach, it is possible to 
deploy and connect modules sequentially into reflectors of essentially 
unlimited aperture, by bringing more modules to the assembly site on sub- 
sequent Orbiter flights. 
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TABLE V MODULE PACKAGING FRAME 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
0 The frame must support all the modules through the STS launch 
environment. 
l The frame must release modules individually for deployment, 
assembly. 
0 The frame must present no hazard to space suited astronauts 
when full, empty, or partially filled. 
a The frame should be removable from the cargo bay while fully 
loaded with modules. 





Figure 53. Module Packaging Framework. 
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Modules are delivered to orbit in the following manner, as described 
in Figure 54. The loaded cannister is placed into the Orbiter cargo bay. 
When the Orbiter achieves the desired orbit the cargo bay doors are opened 
and the module cannister relocated above the cargo bay as shown in 
Figure 54A and B. The Payload Installation and Deployment Aide (PIDA) 
being developed by Johnson Space Center or an equivalent handling system 
can be used to affect this position change. The Orbiter RMS is then used 
to grasp the first module by its deployment jackscrew drive. The module 
cannister is designed to open sequentially and release one module at a 
time from its support frames. The RMS is then used to position the module 
away from the Orbiter and to deploy the module as shown in C. Once the 
module has been deployed it can be released by the RMS to be installed 
into a reflector assembly, D. As additional modules are deployed, the 
cannister structure is opened sequentially to release additional modules 
one at a time for deployment. The latching elements of the structure open 
by pivoting back against the remaining latched cannister segments to pro- 
vide sufficient clearance for removal of the released module. Thus, as 
each row of modules is deployed, access is automatically provided to the 
next row of modules. After the last module is deployed, E, the cannister 
framework is closed and returned to the cargo bay by the PIDA, F, for 
return to Earth. 
3.4 Reflector Assembly Scenarios 
The final task required in developing large modular structures is the 
on orbit assembly of the total reflector from individual components. This 
study has identified five primary assembly procedures, and defined 
strengths and weaknesses among them. Primary requirements for any assem- 
bly scenario are that all required components be STS transportable, that 
the assembly be structurally stable throughout the construction phase, 
that parasitic structure be minimized, and that EVA be used only for cost 
effective procedures. 
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A. SHUTTLE ORBITER IN DEPLOYMENT B. MODULE CANNISTER DEPLOYED BY 
ORBIT. PIDA OR EQUIVALENT PAYLOAD 
HANDLING MECHANISM. 
C. FIRST MODULE DEPLOYED AND 
READY FOR HANDOFF TO REFLECTOR 
ASSEMBLY. 
D. FIRST MODULE REMOVED FROM 
CANNISTER AND BEING DEPLOYED. 
E. LAST MODULE DEPLOYED AND READY 
FOR HANDOFF TO REFLECTOR 
ASSEMBLY. 
F. MODULE CANNISTER RECLOSED AND 
REPACKED INTO ORBITER CARGO 
BAY FOR RETURN TO EARTH. 
Figure 54. Module Deployment Scenario. 
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The basic assembly sequence assumed for the study is depicted in 
Figure 55. First, a central module is deployed, and then a ring of six 
modules is attached around its perimeter as shown. Additional rings of 
modules are simply added to the structure circumferentially around its 
perimeter as shown. 
The simplest assembly procedure available on the space shuttle 
orbiter involves the use of the STS provided Remote Manipulator System 
(RMS) for module deployment and assembly. Figure 56 shows such an 
assembly. In this assembly scenario, the shuttle, equipped with two RMS 
arms and loaded with reflector modules is launched and achieves the 
desired assembly orbit. The cargo bay doors are opened and the RMS arms 
deployed. One arm removes the center module from the storage frame, 
positions it clear of the Orbiter, and deploys it. The second RMS arm 
then removes a second module, deploys it, and then brings the second 
module to the center module and either attaches the module directly or 
positions it in close proximity so that the final connection can be made 
by an astronaut. After this attachment is complete the second RMS arm 
removes a third module from the storage frame, deploys it, and moves it 
to be connected to the other two. The first RMS arm meanwhile rotates 
the assembly, if required, to allow access for the incoming modules. 
The process is continued until the reflector is complete. 
This assembly procedure is limited to reflector sizes of less than 
approximately 73 meters by the total reach of the RMS arms. To assemble 
larger reflectors the assembly would have to be "handed off" back and 
forth between the two RMS arms to always be able to arrange the next 
installation position at a point where the remaining arm could install 
the next module. In addition, the position placement accuracy of the 
RMS arms is not currently compatible with the module positioning require- 
ments for installation without astronaut aid. 
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A. CENTRAL MODULE DEPLOYMENT 
C. 2nd PERIMETER RING BEGUN 
B. 1st PERIMETER RING INSTALLED 
D. ADDITIONAL MODULES ADDED 
CIRCUMFERENTIALLY 
Figure 55. Modular Reflector Assembly Order. 
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USE TWO RMS'S IN THE ORBITER 
PHILOSOPHY 
ONE RMS HOLDS AND POSITIONS THE REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY AND THE SECOND RMS 
DEPLOYS AND INSTALLS ADDITIONAL MODULES 
Figure 56. Modular Antenna Assembly Scenario. 
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The second assembly procedure investigated is depicted in Figure 57. 
In this concept an extendable assembly boom is used to hold the reflector 
assembly, the standard RMS arm is used to remove modules from the storage 
cannister and deploy them, and astronauts equipped with Manned Maneuvering 
Units (MMU) transfer the deployed modules from the FWS arm to the reflec- 
tor. In sequence, the Orbiter achieves orbit, opens the cargo bay and 
deploys the RMS arm, the reflector assembly boom and module cannister. As 
each module is deployed, it is removed from the RMS arm by an MMU equipped 
astronaut, who transports the module to its proper assembly position in 
the reflector. The module is then installed by two astronauts, one oper- 
ating the front reflective surface attachments and one connecting the rear 
surface attachments. As each module is being installed, a third astronaut 
controlling the RMS arm from within the Orbiter removes the next module 
from the storage cannister and deploys it, preparing it for pickup and 
transfer to the reflector assembly. When the reflector is complete, the 
assembly boom can either be removed from the reflector, retracted and 
returned to Earth with the Shuttle, or left with the reflector as part of 
the feed support tower. 
This assembly scenario is essentially limited to the maximum diameter 
reflector transportable in one shuttle flight (approximately 310 m) unless 
docking provisions with the assembly boom are provided. While the shuttle 
cargo bay can hold enough modules, 330, to construct a reflector approx- 
imately 475 m across the corners, if volume is allocated for an assembly 
fixture and/or feed mast, the maximum practical ref'lector diameter for a 
single launch drops to approximately 310 meters. The transfer of modules 
from the kMS to the assembly requires extensive EVA by Astronauts. 
The third assembly scenario attempts to ease the astronaut's work 
level by articulating the assembly boom. This approach, shown in 
Figure 58, differs significantly from the previous scenario only in the 
construction of the assembly boom. In this case, the reflector assembly 
can be rotated and tilted at its attachment point on the boom, and the 
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METHOD 
USE RMS AND ASTRONAUT TO INSTALL 
MODULES ONTO DEPLOYABLE BOOM 
PHILOSOPHY 
AN ASSEMBLY BOOM IS DEPLOYED FROM THE ORBITER. 
THE FiMS HOLDS EACH MODULE FOR DEPLOYMENT, AFTER 
WHICH ASTRONAUTS TRANSPORT IT TO THE ASSEMBLY 
USING MMU 
boom can be extended and retracted during the assembly process. The 
actual construction process is identical to that of scenario 2, but since 
the partially completed reflector can be rotated and tilted to position 
the next sequential module attach point next to the Orbiter cargo bay, 
astronaut travel time transporting modules is minimized. In fact, using 
the ENS and articulated boom, an operator located within the shuttle can 
position each module within a meter of its final installation position. 
The astronaut them performs the final alignment and makes the connector 
attachments. This assembly method suffers the same reflector size limi- 
tations (approximately 310 m) as scenario 2, but the astronaut EVA work 
is considerably reduced, and possibly eliminated if the RMS arm position- 
ing accuracy can be improved. 
TO produce large reflector apertures (> 300 m in diameter) assembly 
methods which use multiple shuttle flights to supply parts for a single 
reflector must be employed. 
Assembly scenario 4 (shown in Figure 59) uses a free flying satellite 
as an assembly platform for the reflector. The assembly satellite con- 
sists of a multi-mission satellite body with an articulated reflector 
support attached to the top, the support for the extendable boom which in 
turn supports the solar arrays and a module installation arm. The initial 
shuttle flight deploys the satellite and delivers what modules can be 
carried in the remaining cargo bay volume. The Orbiter achieves a syn- 
chronized close formation to the satellite and deploys the cannister 
package. The modules are removed from the cannister and deployed by the 
RMS. They are then transferred to the installation arm of the satellite 
for attachment to the reflector. 
The articulated arm rotates and tilts the reflector to align the 
next module installation position with the extendable arm. This arm is 
retracted until the new module is correctly positioned, and the module 
is then attached by extending the module support arm. After the module 
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METHOD 
USE RMS AND AN ARTICULATED 
ASSEMBLY BOOM 
PHILOSOPHY 
THE RMS REMOVES EACH MODULE, DEPLOYS IT, AND 
ATTACHES IT TO THE ASSEMBLY. THE ARTICULATED 
BOOM POSITIONS THE REFLECTOR TO RECEIVE EACH 
NEW MODULE 
METHOD 
USE RMS AND FREE FLYING SATELLITE 
(MMS) WITH AN ASSEMBLY FRAME 
PHILOSOPHY 
THE RMS DEPLOYS EACH MODULE AND 
TRANSFERS IT TO THE ASSEMBLY 
SATELLITE WHICH THEN INSTALLS 
IT INTO THE REFLECTOR 
is attached the module support arm is retracted to clear. the module backup 
structure, and the arm is extended to receive another module from the 
Shuttle. When the reflector is complete, a feed assembly can be attached 
to the module support beam which then extends to become the vertical por- 
tion of the feed support tower. 
The primary difficulty in this assembly is the interactive control of 
two independent spacecraft during the time when the module is being held 
by both the shuttle RMS arm and the satellite module support boom. The 
problems involved when two independently controlled spacecraft are in 
contact have been documented since the Gemini Program. An alternative 
solution to the transfer problem would be for an MMU equipped astronaut 
to transfer the modules either to the support boom, or to install them 
directly onto the reflector assembly, using the satellite's extendable 
boom solely as a support for the feed tower. 
Rather than transferring modules from the Shuttle Orbiter to the 
assembly satellite one by one, the entire cannister of modules could be 
moved to the satellite, and deployed and installed by a manipulator arm 
on the satellite, as shown in Figure 60. The Shuttle Orbiter then would 
be used as a transport vehicle and control station for the servo-mechanisms 
aboard the assembly satellite which would remove the modules from the 
storage cannister, deploy them, and install them. Again in this scenario, 
MMV equipped astronauts could remove the deployed modules from the manip- 
ulator arm, position them, and attach them to the a'ssembly. The size of 
these reflectors is limited only by the number of STS launches that can 
be dedicated to their construction. Table VI summarizes the assembly 
techniques discussed in this section along with their advantages, dis- 
advantages, and areas of technological development required for their 
fulfillment. 
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METHOD 
USE SHUTTLE ORBITER AND AN AUTOMATED 
FREE FLYING SATELLITE (MMS) WITH AN 
ASSEMBLY FRAME 
THE SHUTTLE ORBITER DELIVERS CANNISTERS 
OF MODULES TO THE ASSEMBLY SATELLITE. 
THE SATELLITE IS EQUIPPED WITH A MANIP- 
ULATOR ARM AND SEkVO-MECHANISMS TO 
REMOVE MODULES FROM THE CANNISTER, 
DEPLOY THEM, AND INSERT THEM INTO THE 
REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY 
TABLE VI REFLECTOR ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES 
4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
4.1 Modular Antenna Feasibility 
The kinematic studies and Engineering Demonstration Model developed 
during this study have fully verified the deployment kinematics, stowing 
philosophy, and deployment sequencing for large deployable antenna modules. 
These studies have established that such modules can be stowed in packages 
as small as 25 cm in diameter, using 1.27 cm diameter structural tubes. 
Mesh attachment methods compatible with full scale modules have been 
devised. Parametric studies of large modular reflectors using 1.27 an 
diameter struts as structural elements have established size, mass and 
aperture frequency capabilities for these assemblies. Specific mission 
requirements should however be reviewed to verify tube sizing for each 
application. Preliminary studies have been made devising means of deliv- 
ering modules to orbit, and once there, of assembling the modules into com- 
plete modular antenna reflectors. The basic feasibility of creating mass 
efficient modules, erectable into large structures in space has been 
established. 
4.2 Recommendations for Further Study 
The current study has established the feasibility of constructing 
modular elements for assembly into large structures. The module config- 
uration used for this study maximize both the individual module diameter 
and backup structure depth in its stowed package. However, the kinematic 
requirement for folding the cross braces does complicate control of the 
module deployment and force the use of a fairly complex joint at the 
cross brace fold joint. For applications in which the depth of the backup 
structure can be reduced, simpler kinematic models can be constructed 
which use single piece cross braces. 
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Two candidate configurations for further study are shown in 
Figures 61 and 62. The first configuration uses cross braces which are 
pivoted at the mid-point. Therefore, when stowed, the cross braces 
scissors closed forcing the bottom struts to fold, allowing the deploy- 
ment motion to be controlled entirely by the central jackscrew. The size 
limiting element for this configuration would be the length of the cross 
brace. Assuming a minimum structural depth of one half the module dia- 
meter, the cross brace length would be equal to the module diameter. 
Thus the maximum module size packageable in the Shuttle Orbiter is approx- 
imately 14 m. Several modules could possibly be ganged together, however, 
to deploy as a single unit. 
The module shown in Figure 62 rearranges the cross braces into a 
drum shaped configuration. These cross arms fold inward parallel to the 
stowed package centerline as the radial arms stow, forcing the lower arms 
to fold. This configuration also eliminates the kinematic need for the 
deployment cable. The lower ends of the cross braces can be released 
sequentially for deployment. As in the previous configuration, the length 
of the cross braces can be varied to provide desired structural depth. 
Again assuming that a reasonable minimum structure of depth is one half 
the diameter, the cross brace elements would be approximately 1.32 times 
the module radius, thus limiting the modules transported in the Orbiter to 
approximately 21 meters in diameter. If even less structural depth were 
required these modules could approach 28 m diameter as a limit for zero 
structural depth. The precise kinematics of these module styles should 
be investigated to provide a full family of module configurations which 
would be compatible with a wide variety of potential antenna reflector 
applications. 
The second area of investigation which should be pursued is refine- 
ment of the process of assembling many modular elements into single struc- 
tures. This study would involve full detail design of module to module 
joints and fabrication of seven modules, which would allow operational 
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Figure 61. Alternate Module Configuration (Pivoted Cross Braces). 
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Figure 62. Alternate Module Configuration (Drum Style Cross Braces). 
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testing of both the module to module joining process and the replacement 
of one module either at the edge of or in the. center of a reflector assem- 
bly. By assemblying seven modules, one center module and six surrounding 
modules, the general problem of structural assembly in either lg or at 
neutral bouyancy can be evaluated, and realistic estimates of required 
assembly time can be obtained. Successful completion of the process would 
demonstrate the feasibility of structural assembly without support stands. 
A third area of extended research would investigate increasing the 
effective size and/or operational frequency limit of each deployable 
module. The module size limits can be extended by developing the kine- 
matics associated with deploying several modules simultaneously. This 
approach would allow deployment of sets of up to seven modules at once, 
thus decreasing the number of deployed modular elements required to con- 
struct a given reflector by a factor of seven, and reducing the orbital 
assembly time accordingly. The operational frequency can be increased 
by reducing the effective RMS surface error. Two approaches to this 
problem are to use a thin, flexible membrane with double curvature in 
place of the mesh surface, or to install separate rigid surface panels 
onto the erected modular subsurface. Such techniques, if successful, 
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SUPFRCE FtPPRClXT MHT I ON ERROR= 2.82tj8538 r-it4 
p{fl OF MODl-lLES j?fc:po:~:~ CORrJERs= 21 
MnDlJLE -111 fiMETEfi! #Cl?OSS I:IXWER:~= 10. 606 I’lETERS 
FCKHL LENGTH TLI DTHMETEP RHTIO= 0.75 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TClR= 129 87654 METERS _ . - 
REFLECTUP PHYSICAL DIHMETEP= 170.93267 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRTCFIL DIFttlETER= 173.16&72 t’lETERS 
:SURFACE RPPRLYXT MAT I ON ERROR= 2.287378’3 WM 
t.40 fJF rjflDl_ILES ~I:ROS:~ C:OPNEPE= 25 
~1~~il-lLE 111 HMETER H)CRO:SS I:OPNER:~= 10.000 METEPS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO IiIAMETER PATIO= 0.75 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTED?= 154.43402 METERS 
REFLECTUP PHYS’ICFiL- IrIHrlETEt?= 203.25318 METERS 
REFLECTDR ELECTRICPL DIHhETEP= 205.912133 METERS 
SUPFHCE F)PPROXI MRT ION ERROP= 1.42361025 MM 
No @F MDDl_ILES fW:RfJSS C:Of?NERS= 29 
rlClDULE 11 I fWETER M3?O:~S CORNERS= 1 si. 000 METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH Tfl DIHMETER RATIO= 0.75 
FEKPL LENGTH OF REFLECTUP= 175.99150 METERS 
REFLECTCIR PHYSICAL DIHtlETER= 235.57368 METERS 
REFLEC:TtlR ELECTRICHL DIAMETEP= 238.65533 METERS 
::I.JRFPI:E RPPPfJXI MRT IDN EPl?OR= 1 I659661 2 MM 
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r40 OF f”lOnlLLEE F)I;R~:~:~ COPt--jEf?:+ 33 
r1OJjlJL.E DInHETEP fiCj?oS:z I;ORNERS= II). 000 METERS 
FOC’HL LENGTH TO DIHMETEI? RFtTIO= 0.75 
FCKHL LEWTH OF REFLECTOR= 2rJi3.154898 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICHL DIHrlETER= 267.89419 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICRL IIIW!ETER= 271.. 139864 rlETEi?S 
:YJRFHCE BPPROXIMRT ION ERROR= 1.4594145 MM 
NO OF MOIN.lLES RI:~PO:::~ I:ORNERS= 37 
t-IODl-IL-E DIRMETEf? aCf?oss C:DRp4EP:s= 10. 000 WETERS 
FDCHL LENGTH 117 DIArlETEP lWTIll= 0.75 
FCICRL LENGTH OF PEFLECTUR= 228.1 Or;46 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICF)L DIAMETER= 300. 2 1470 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIArlETEP= 3 04. 14195 METER:3 
SIJRFP~E HPPROXI MFCT I ON ER~R= i.3022m 0 rlrl 
NO OF MODULES fKRClf:S CURNEPS= 41 
MODIJLE DI HMETER ACROSS C:OFZNEF!S= lo. 000 METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DTArlETEl? RHT IO= 0.75 
FOCAL LENGTH OF PEFLECTOP= 2!52,5f5394 rlE:TER:s 
REFLEC:TUl? PHi’STCAL DIHtlETER= 222!, 5352 1 METERS 
PEFLECTUR ELECTRIC-nL DIHMETER= - -, 3:E.G. i33526 METEPS 
:SIJRFACE PPPRCIX I MFtT ION Ef?ROR= 1. 1757073 MM 
tJO OF l’lODljLES ~~f20:~:~ I;~~Q’NEF:;,‘= 45 
PlnIflJ-,E I! 1 fij’IETER fir;RO:::s l:ORNEF;lrS= 10.000 HETERS 
FEKHL LEtGTH T!l DIHMETER PFITIO= a.75 
FOC:AL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 277.22142 METEPS 
PEFLECTLIR PW’SICHL DIAtlETEP= 364.85S72 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIHrlETER= 1369.62857 METERS 
SURFPCE RPPPOXIMHTION ERROP= 1. 071~5541 MM 
P{O OF M13DlJLES flt:ROSS l:OFtJEFS= 49 
MflDlJLE 111 FfMETER ACROSS CIlRNERZ= 10.000 METERS 
FtlCRL LENGTH TD DIHMETER RHTIO= 0.75 
FIJCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= :301.77890 METERS 
PEFLECTOR PHYSIlXL DIHMETER= 397.17622 METERS 
REFLEtCTllP ELECTRICkL DIAMETER= 402.37157 METERS 
YJRFFICE I~PPPOXTM~ITTIJ~ EPf?OR= (I, 984:352$ Mbj 
111 
Nn @F rlODI.jLE:: HI:PD:~:~ I::ORP~EP:::= &:.5 
I’1@-JjIJLE 111 t=+lETEP Ht::f?O:s:z ~::opt+p:z= 10. Ctljn fiETER:S 
F@I:HL. LEt4GTt-4 TU DIAMETEF- P9T IO= 0.75 
FOCAL LENGTH @F REFLEC:TUl?= 4[113. [I[I$:=::~ ME=Ej?:z 
GIEFLEC:T@P PWS I ICHL Ii I HMETER= 52g. 45826 METERS 
REFLECTUR ELECTPICHL DIPMETER= 5:3:3. 3451 1 tlETE/Gys 
‘Sl-lRFfiCE RPpf2fJXJ Me? J DtJ EjWjJP= 0.74iC.211 tW 
N@ @F rlOItl_ILES Pt:RnS:< I:-&+{EF’::= 5 
t’ljJDljLE 111 AMETER Fft:ROS:z C:Df?NEP::= 28. [II:I[I flETEP:T 
FIXAL LEWSTH TO PI AMETER FWT IO= 1 . 0 0 
FUCHL LENGTH OF PEFLECTOF’= 117 . 5 I32 16. rfEl-Eft:z 
REFLEr:TCW PWST CRL II I W’IETEP 
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lJ!J @F pjfiD!_ILES ggqg:s'T: !:gRyER:+. 2s 
!I~II! II I= ItIR!q'lETEQ RCR@SZ CORNERS= .-b-L 28. (tf11:1 METER:3 
!=USL LENSTH TI3 L)I!WETER RATIO= 1.00 
!=U!I:AL LE!%T!-! !JF !?EFLECT!lR= 573.49510 !qETER:z 
PEFLECTUR PHYSICAL DIAPlETEP= !f&?.l[J53'3 bjETEF& 
REFLECTUP ELECTRICRL It IPMETER= 573.4rJ510 METERS 
S!JW!XE WPWIXIMHT I UN ERPUR= 4. 091 192 0 rifl 
:jfl @F MgD!JLES ~!I:pfJ:~~ !:!JRNER.s= 33 
:J~II!JLE 111 !+lETER ACRfJS:; !:CIRNERS= 28.000 METERS 
FU!I:X LENGTH TO IIIAMETER PHTT!l= 1.00 
FUC!=tL LE!%TH UF !?EFLECTUJR= 755 -75627 METERS 
!?EFLECTUR PHSS I CFIL II I %lETER= 750. 10374 METEPS 
!?EFLEC:T!l!? ELECTRI!I:AL DIFWETER= 755.76527 METERS 
:s!-lPFH!:E FIF5PRaXI PIfiT I gt-j EPRCJf?= -3 1 t:t3974:3 ply .I . 
pj@ @F ygD!-lLES FI!T:!qycIs:s !:@RyER:+ 37 
!YJD!-lLE DIggETER fiCRgS:z !T:ORNERS= 28, #Of3 METERS 
FU!I:AL LEtGTF) TD 1119tl’lETER WIT ID= 1.00 
FUCHL LENGTH UF REFLECTUR= 246;. 94&,87 METER:g 
REFLECTUP PHYSICAL III FtMETEP= 5413.5lill7 METER:3 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICFfL DIFIMETEP= 846.94687 METERS 
:WRFtiCE HPPROXIMHTIUN EPl?UR= 2.7697965 MM 
Pi@ q F M@DlLlLES flt:pO:~:~ t:@PNERS= 41 
MnIll-ILE I! I AtdETER fiCRO:I:s t:@f+lERS= 28.000 METERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIHMETEI? RHT IO= 1.00 
FUCFfL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 938.12746 METERS 
REFLEICTOP PHYSICf3L DIHMETER= 93 1. 09859 METERS 
l?EFLECTUf? ELECTRICAL DIHMETER= 938.12746 METERS 
SURFRCE HPPPOX I PlHT I dN EPROR= 2.5005816 MM 
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Pi@ @I= M@DlJLES fi)CRO::S t:@PtiEP::= 45 
rl@IllJLE 11 I HMETEP fil:f?OS:z C:@F(NERS= 28.000 METERS 
FOWL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RHTIO= 1 . 0 0 
FOtCHL ‘LENGTH OF REFLECTOt?= 1029. :30804 METEPX 
l?EFLECTUR PH’fSLCF)L DIHMETER= 102 1.59602 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIt=iMETER= 1 029.:308 04 PlETERS 
SCRFHCE RPPROXI MHTI ON ERRUP= 2.279 0647 MM 
t-i@ OF M@~tlJLES fit:RO:SS C:IIIP&:R:z= 49 
tlUDI_ILE DI HNETER ACRO:S:3 C'@RNERS= 28. [1Ol:1 #ETER:s 
FUC:YL LENGTH TO DItWETER RHT IO= 1 . 0 0 
FUCHL LENGTH DF REFLECTOR= 1120. 4886#:3 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSTCRL DIAMETER= 1112. 09343 METERS 
PEFLECTUR ELECTPICHL IrIHMETER= 1120.4F;%:3 METERS 
SUF?FRCE HPPRUX I WfiT I OF4 El?FrUR= -2. 09:36101 0 ww 
NO OF MOIjLlLES AI:R~~:~S l:@RtiEfF!:5= 5:3 
MUDIJLE 11 Ifit’lETEp fi~:R@:T:s I:@P~~EPI$I= 28. 000 METERS 
FUCHL LENGTH TU DIFtMETER RFITIU= 1.00 
FUCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTUP= 12 11.66922 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL DIHtlETER= 12 OS.59085 METERS 
RFFLECTUR ELECTRICHL DIRMETER= 1211.669’22 METERS 
:%!RFYCE WPFFOXI MPT I OF+ EPRClF?= 1 . 936 05 07 t1tq 
t{@ q F rl@Dl-lLEZ ~~I:FD:~S l:@RJ-jER:?= r57 
MODULE I! I WlETEFL HIXDSS I:@RP~ER:S= 28.000 METERS 
FUtXL. LENGTH TO DIAMETEP RHTIU= 1 . 00 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1:302.84981 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL I~IWlETER= 124:3,1j8827 tlETERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIWETER= 13Ct2.8498 1 METERS 
SURFHCE HPPROX I MAT I ON EPROR= 1.8005i5:38 riri 
NO @F M@DIJLE:3 F)t:f?USS C@RtiEj’?S= 61 
MUJjl-ILE II I HWETER Rt:ROS:S t:ORNER:S= 28.000 METERS 
FUCHL LENGTH TO DTPMETER RRTIO= 1.00 
FUCFbL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1394.0:3040 METERS 
FIEFLECTOR PHYSICRL DIW’lETER= 138:3.58569 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIHMETER= 1394.05040 METEPS 
SUPFYCE HPPROXI MFIT ION EPRCll?= I.&32782 1 tW 
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t.40 OF MnDlJLES fi~:pCj:?:;: I::ORHER:S= 13 
~lUDI_ILE 111 FfMETEP HCRO:z::: I;~RNEP:~= 22. I]I:I [I HETEP.2 
FOCAL LEHGTH TO DIAMETER FrHT ICI= 1 . 0 0 
FDlCAL LEHGTH OF PEFLECTCR= :sg7. &$$79 METEP:z 
l?EFLECTOl? PHi’S ICW 11 I AMETER= 364,446i5 METER3 
PEFLECTOR ELECTPICRL DIHPlETER= 3 07 m 24873 METEl?:I 
:SURFACE HPPRIIX IMPT I q P4 ERROP= 4. 7137471:l MM 
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PQ-J q F ~j~~H_ILE:~ f!C:PO:zS I::OPP~E~?:~= 29 
MOIH-iLE r.13 AMETER Ff~yGgyS:~ l:IIIRNEES= 22. FI~~I:I j’jETEfT:z 
FOCAL. L.ENGTH TO DIPMETEP PATIO= 1.015 
FOCAL LEHGTH OF REFLECTtIP= 522’. 17447 METERS 
REFLEOTCIR PH’i’S I CAL D I HMETER= 5 1. 8 .33211 r’iETEf?:z 
REFLECTUP ELECTPICHL DIAVETER= 522.17447 METERS 
:SUPFAC:E AF’PRIIX I MHT I IX! k%XlR= 2. 773458 u rw1 
t.40 OF rjflDI_ILE:: fi~J?O:s:z I:ORNER:~= 3’7 
plD1iCiLE 111 AMETER HCROS:s ixlRpw?:~= ~~.OQ[I METERS 
FIXFIL LENGTH TO DI HMETER l?HT IO= 1.00 
FDCHL LENGTH OF PEFLElCTOP= 665.45825 METERS 
REFLECTUP Ptii-3 I CPL D I HMETER= 6.60. 47234 METERS 
PEFLECTUR ELECTRICRL DIHMETER= E.f3.5,45825 METERS 
:~l-lRFPC’E R1ppPOW IMHT I OF-4 ERf?lJR= 2’. 1762587 MM 
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rju q F MODi-1LE-S’ RI:RO:~:: C’~l?N~RS= 41 
rjlJDi..lLE Jj 1 AMETER HI:RO:~:~ t:OPPi~R::= SE!. 00 I:! METER:2 
FUc:RL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RHT IO= 1.00 
FUCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 737. 1 rJQ14 rjETER:S 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL 11 I ArlETER= 731.57741; METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIAMETER= 737-1Ofi14 NE-f-ER:: 
SLIPFACE HPP1;20:41 MHT I UN ERpUR= 1.9647427 MM 
pjo IJF ~1~~~i~iLE:~ f+:p~s:~ l::ORrjER:z= 45 
r’lOL-ti-lLE It Ii=#jETEP fiCRiJ:zS t:OPriER:5= 22. OrJO J’lETER:s 
FOCAL LENGTH TO 1lIHtlETER RHT IO= 1 . lj III 
FUCt?L. LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 808, 74203 METER:: 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL D I HrlETER= F:rl-- 12%258 METER:: _ cf, _ _ 
REFLEC:TUR ELECTRICHL It IArlETEl?= 8OF;.74ZO:3 METERS 
:5:llPFFfCE APPRUX IMfiT ION EPPUP= 1. 7-3015~337 riri 
NO gF rlL-lDi_ILES PI;ROS:: II’O~?NEF;;‘:~= 49 
rlnjJiJ-E 1~1 AMETER HC:RlJ:<:z C:lJf?j-{EfX5= 22. ClrJ[t METERS 
FOCHL. LENGTH TLll DIHMETEP RAT IU= 1 I ci I3 
FUCAL LENGTH OF REFLEC’TUR= :3:3[1,:=:82-3E METEjG’:s 
PEFLECTUR PHYSIC:tiL D I HrlETER= a-r<* .-a < .-.. 787&‘3 METERS 
REFLEI:TUP ELECTP IC:HL D I HMETER= 880. :38332 METEf;l:: 
:Sl_IRFAtI:E HPPPDX I MHT I UN EF’PUH= l-6449722 MM 
r#J [7F ~~OIII_ILE: fi~:RO:s:: I:[~PMEP:::= 53 
~~IJ~~l~LE 111 HMETER t+;RfJ:::z t:DRNER:z= 22. CiOl:l METER:% 
FCKHL LENGTH TO PI HrlETER RflT IU= 1.00 
FOCRL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= Vi=’ Cl;2331 METERS _-L. - 
REFL.ECTUP PH’I’SI CfiL I.1 I RMETER= ‘344. @3-281 METERS 
REFLECTUP ELECTRICHL DIPMETER= 952. 13zfiSl PlETEf?~ 
zijw171x 13pPR0):: IMF~T 1 m-4 mmw= 1. s2i 1829 rlrl 
No q F tlODijLES R~:pfl:s:: t:ORrjERS= 57 
rjOIU_ILE 111 HMETER fir:pO:zS t:OBNER:3= 22. 001:1 METEf?:s 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIRl’lETER F(HTIU= 1 . I:r I:I 
FUCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTUP= 102:3.&771 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICHL It I FrlETER= 1015.99793 METEPS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIHrlETER= 102:3.56771 METERS 
:SUPFHCE APPPUXIMFT ION ERPUFr= 1.414720:3 MM 
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t+-‘J q F MUIJljLE:: GJCR~SS l:Uj?NEfG’$= 61 
tlfJJ’~i-iLE IlIRMETER Ftl:RO:s:S I:ORNEP:~= ‘32. iJI:,O METERS 
FUCHL LENGTH TO DIFiMETER RPTIU= 1 . Cl 0 
FOCHL LENGTH OF PEFLECTUR= 1.095. :3rJ95’3 rlETEP:3 
REFLECTOR PH’fS I CfiL D I AMETEP= 1 0871 1 03 1114 METERS 
PEFLEC:TClR ELECTRICHL DIHMETER= 1 flsgs, 3fj9’19 METER:S 
SURFACE RFIPRW IMHT IUN ERFr.UR= I - 322 1859 ritl 
NO q F t-lODijLES Hl;POSS t:DRNEF.‘:S= 6s 
MnDiJLE 111 HMETER FtCRO:SS C:OF’NERS= 2%. ~JI:~I:I METER:S 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DI HMETEP PHT IO= 1 . iS 0 
FUCI=IL LENGTH OF REFLEOTOP= 1 I&. 9514’3 f’lETEP:3 
REFLECTOR PHYSI CHL D I AMETEP= 1158. 201318 METERS 
REFL.ECTOR ELECTR ICi=!L D I HMETER= 11&~95149 PIETERS 
:SILII?F~I~E HPPPUX I MAT I ori EPROP= 1.2410130 MM 
ND q f= ~j~Di_ILE~ HCRD:sZ I:O~?P~EP:~= 5 
MOJJlJLE 111 HMETER fiCRO:z:s t:QPP{EF;-I:z= 16. [I~I:I PtETEP:S 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIPMETER RATIO= 1.00 
FCICHL LENGTH RF REFLECTOR= 67. 14409 METERS 
f?EFLECT@R PHYSICAL D I HMETER= &cm.. 64 1 [I? PlETEPS 
PEFLECTUR ELECTf?ICRL DIFiMETEFr= 157 - 144 139 rlETER:3 
:~UPFHI:E APPRUX I MAT r q ri EF?F?OR= 1 i I 4167779 tlri 
f.40 OF MlJDi-iLES fiCf?D:~s COPNEf?:z= 9 
MUDljLE DIfiMETER PCRO:z:: C:nPNEPS= 16. OlsO METERS 
FUCRL LENGTH Tll DIHMETEFZ F(HTILl= 1 . 0 0 
FUCHL LENGTH RF REFLECTOR= 119.24728 METER:3 
l?EFLEC:TOR PHY.S: I ML 11 I tWlETER= 1 18. :‘r5:383 tlETER:z 
REFLECTOR ELECTRIJXL 1~IAMETER= 114.24728 METEFS 
SUF(FACE APPPCIXI MHT I ON ERROR= 6 I 425 0543 tqpi 
pi0 OF t~~~i~LE~ HC:ROSS C:DRNERS= 13 
pinpi-tLE II JHMETEP t=cpU:~:~ C:UpNERs= I~.000 METERS 
FUCHL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RATIO= 1.00 
FUCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 171.35048 METERS 
REFLECTUR PHYSICAL D I AMETER= 170. OS3664 METERS 
REFLECTOR’ ELECTRICHL DIHrlETER= 171 m 35048 METERS 
:WRFPCE HPPPOXIMeTIUN EPPUt?= 4.47CW126- MM 
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p{o IJF M~~i-lLE:~ t-+;FO:~:~ I:OP~~EP:+ 17 
~I~jjljLE 111 f=#IE-f’El? fiC:fG’O:z:3 r:ORNER:z= 16. QOI:l METER:2 
FIXPL. LEHSTH Tti DIHMETER RAT IO= 1.00 
FOCAL LENGTH OF FrEFLECTUR= 22:3.45:3&7 tlETERS 
PEFLECTOR PHY’S ICAL It I FMETER= 221.77945 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTFrICFtL DIPMETER= 223.453cu7 rlETEP:s 
SIJ?FW:E t3PPPOXIMRT I ON EPRflP= :3 m 42ll796 MM 
~40 [3F ~l@~~l~l~E:~ FI:P!JS:~ C:Opt’jEIG’::= 21 
MnDlJLE 111 nMETEP fiCRn:T:z I::~WER:= 16. rJOI:l METER:% 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETER PAT I Cl= 1 I 0 0 
FOCAL LENGTH OF PEFLECTOR= &‘5. ssGS& PlETERS 
REFLEI:TDR Pt-t’i’:~ II33L 11 I AMETER= 273. 4322’7 METER:5 
REFLEC:TUP ELECTRICHL DIAMETER= 275. ss&3F, METER:% 
SUPF~+I:E RPP~~~XIMAT r UN EP~P= 2 I 77990:3~. pm 
t.40 OF ~-j~DijLE:r: a)CRfl:zS l:flRNEP:+ 3:s 
~1~~1ljLE D’Il=+lETER fiCPm:T:r: l:ORrjER:z= 16. 000 HETER:5 
FCKHL LENGTH Tll DIAMETER RAT IO= 1.00 
FIXAL LENGTH q IF REFLECTOR= 4:31- 86644 METER:3 
REFLECTOR PHWICAL DIAPlETER= 428.133071 flETERs 
REFLECTOP ELEI;TI?IC.AL D I HMETEP= 431.86644 METER:: 
:XWFHt~E APPPOXIM~+T r UN ERROP= 1.7736996 PlM 
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NO q F rlUIbi_ILE:T a~:p@:T:s I:OP~+EF':~= :3 7 
MODi_ILE JjIAMETE&! ~~I:RO:SS C:ORHER-z= 16. I:I@~ METER:3 
FUCHL L.ENGTH TCI DIFfMETER RPTIO= 1 .oo 
FDXL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 4i33.9s;9f34 rlE-j-ERS 
I;‘EFLECTClR PH’r’SICAL DIHtlETEP= 480. 34352 PlETER:;; 
REFLECTOR ELECTPICPL DIAMETER= 48:3.9~59&4 ME-j-ER:-T: 
WRFAC’E RPPP~WW~TIUN ERROP= 1 I 58274C1'3 tlrl 
NO OF r’lODi-iLES HCPCl:~:S l:ORNEf?:3= 41 
MUDlJLE DII~METER M$Tl:~:3 l:lJRNEf?:S= 16. 1:11:11:1 METER:% 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETEP PHI IO= 1 . c! 0 
FUCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 53&.. [172'8:3 rlETER:s 
F;IEFLECTOF’ PH‘fS I CAL D I HtlETEf?= 532, fl!36:34 tlETEEyS 
F’EFLECTUP ELECTRICAL D I APlETEF’= 536. [172'8:3 METER:< 
ZWFHCE F~PPR~XI MHT 1 ori ERRUP= I. 4289n38 rlrl 
NO OF rllJDi_ILE:~ at:pO:s:< t:ORkfEP:~= 45 
M[7Dl_ILE I! 1 AMETER AI:RO:S?; I:~J~NER:~= 16. [I[II:I METER:?: 
FIXAL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RHT IU= 1 . rJ s( 
FUCRL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TClP= 58s. 176 r:13 rlETEP.5 
F,EFLEC:TUR PHYSICHL -DIAMETER= 58:3.71;91.!3 t-IETERS 
PEFLECTOP ELECTRICHL I.1 I HMETER= 588. 176 133 rjETEP?T 
:5iwiRFHr:E APPROX I tWT I OH ERRUP= 1 :3r12:32-27 riri I - 
fJn IJF ~I~jjl~lLE~ ar:Rn:::s I:ORNER::= 4’3 
rlODI_ILE 111 fitlETER fiCFO:z:z l:nPrjER:::= 1~. ljljt:1 ME’TER:F: 
FUC:HL LENGTH TO III AMETEI? RHT IO= 1 . ii0 
FUC:HL LENGTH q F REFLECTOR= 640.27921 METEPS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICHL DIA~lETER= &,35,48196 METER:3 
REFLECTUP ELECTR ICRL. II I AMETEH= 15413,;27921 pjETER:s 
:3URFFiC:E FtPPp0X I ~ffT I q r4 ERc;rOR= 1 . 1963434 riri 
pm q F rlOIli_ILE:~ t+:F?o:~:~ l:ORp{ER:+ 53 
rlixti-itx IIIF~METEP iw.twss cawtx:~= 16. (10[l METEf?:s 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DI WETER RitT IO= 1.00 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 692.38241 tlETEP:3 
REFLEl:T.n!? twfm:aL n r twETfs= 687.19477 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTPICHL DIHMETEl?= 692.3824 1 METERS 
:SiLlRFFiCE PPPp0XI MeT 1fJt-d EjW0l?= 1 I 1063 148 MM 
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ri@ QF tl~~i~!LE~ AI:PO:~.~ t:oRNEF;‘:~= 57 
~~Q~~i-,iLE 111 aMETER aCF@:~:~ C:IJRr~ER:r:= 16.0CtFl ?lETEPS 
FUCPL LENGTH TO DIarlETER Pt=jTIO= 1 I00 
FUC’AL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TOFr= 744.4$j!51:1 METER:3 
REFLEI:T~F~ PwsIcaL nr wlETER= 733-90759 rlETEF(S 
REFLEC:TUR ELECTRICaL DIHMETEFr= 744.455613 METEI?: 
SIJRFHCE HPPROXIMaT I ON ERROR= I - I:128gs79 rlrl 
Pi@ OF P1n~il_ILES HI:R~~:::: I:DPNER:~= 61 
~1~~ti~lLE ItIfiMETER F)Cpo:<:T t:OPNER:z= 16.0013 METERS 
FOCAL. LENGTH TO DI HMETER RPT IO= 1.00 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTUP= 796m 5:388<1 METER:3 
REFLECTOFi PHYS ICHL 111 HMETER= 7313. 6zQ41:1 rjETER:z 
REFLElZTOR ELECTRICFIL D I HrlETER= , 7915 !=‘58:2#j PlETERS . I 
:SURFaC:E awfmxmaT r or4 EW?UR= 0 I 963 15898 pi pi 
rjn OF pinpi-iLE:3 alyo:F::: t:oppiEF::= 6s 
~~~~~I~lLE IlIHMETER HC:f?O:s:z C:flRNER:T= 16, 1:101:1 HE’TER:s 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETEP PFfT IO= 1 I 0 cr 
FOCAL LENI’;TH OF PEFLECT@P= 848.69199 METERS 
F’EFLECTOP PHYSI CEL D I AMETEF:= 842, :3:3:321 MEl-ER:T 
REFLECTOF! ELECTRICAL DIRMETER= 845, fi919’3 METEF:z 
:~::URFRiCE HPPROXIMPT I ON EPHUR= 0.5m3549 pipI 
pin OF riopi.-iLE:~ amo:5~ tmw3=s= 5 
~lOItl..iLE 111 f--tMETEP fiC:RO:z:S C:OF;;‘NERS= 10. CI#ICI WE’TER:;;: 
FOCAL LENGTH To DIHMETEP RHT I q = 1 . ii 0 
FOCAL LENGTH CIF REFLECTOR= 41.965 06 METERS 
PEFLECTOR PHYS ICHL D I ArlETEP= 41 F,!ii:1~34 PjETER?; v - 
PEFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIHMETE~= 41 I ‘~~SI:I& rl’1ETEP:z 
WRFHCE awFoxI rlaT r 0N ~mx= 7.1354802 rlrl 
riu OF MOIII~LES nl:‘RgSS l:ORrjEfq:+ 9 
MOLil_ILE It 1 AMETER flCRO:sS l::ORrjER:s= IO. nOO METER:3 
FOCHL LENGTH TO IIIAMETEP RPTIO= 1.00 
FUCI~L LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 74.52955 METER:2 
REFLEl:TUt? PWSICHL DIarlETER= 73 -97114 METERS 
REFLECTUP ELECTRICRL D I HMETER= 74.52955 METERS 
WPFHCE RPPROXI MaT I ON EPROR= 4.015~621 MM 
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rj@ QF MUDIJLES HCRQ:sS ~:@j?NEf?:s= 13 
MQDiJLE I\ 1 aMETER acROSS l:[IIRNEfG’::= 10. 000 METERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIWlETER RHT IO= I.00 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1 07. Cl94C15 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHY5ICHL DIFtMETER= 1 [l&m ;291fis rlE-j-EP:z 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL IIIWIETER= 1 07 I 1394t35 METER’: 
:Wf?FHCE fiPPROX I MRT I q W ERROR= 2.7942’578 MM 
rjo QF ~~Q~l~iL.E~ FfCRUSS lmwi3:~= 17 
~~QIIC.~E 111 AMETER acm:::3 C:mqwz~= 10. 000 METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO I.11 HMETER PHT IO= 1. on 
FUCHL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TUR= 1139.65854 r1ETEFr.S 
REFLECTOR PHYSICHL DIHNETER= 13:3.~12115 METERS 
F’EFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIFSMETER= 139.6.5854 METERS 
SllRFPCE FtPPROXIMF!T ION ERROR= 2.142e-r.122 MM 
pin QF p~QpCiLE:5 F)CRO:‘;:5 C:OPNERS= 21 
r1Q~ti-iL.E DIj4’jETER al:FQ:SS C:QRr+ER:S= 10. CII:I(I CI(EJ-EPs 
FOCAL.. LENGTH TO D I WIETER RHT I q = l.rJO 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 172w 2;2:304 PjETEPS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL D I HMETER= 170. 93267 METERS 
REFLECTUR ELECTP I CF1L D I FtMETEP= 172.22304 METERS 
St-IRFACE ~PPRO:~~I MFfT I QV ERROR= i . 7374398 pity 
FjQ OF MQDLILES AI:RQ:::S t:QRNER:?= 2’5 
rjQDi_ILE DInMETER AI:RQS:~ I:DRNE~G’:S= 10. OI:I<I METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO IIIHMETEP PHTIO= 1 I 00 
FUCPL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 204. 78753 METER:5 
PEFLECTOR PHYSI CRL D I WlETER= ;2[13- 25318 METER:2 
REFLECTOR. ELECTPI CAL D I AMETER= 2 Q4.7875:3 METERS 
WRFACE t3PPROXI MAT I ON EPPOP= 1 I 461 14iro rvi 
rj@ QF rl@DI-iLES BI;ROSS C:QRNER:s= 29 
~~Q~ll~iLE 111 aMETER f+:f?Q:sS l:QRNER::= 16. rJtj0 ME’TEF,:s 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RAT IO= 1 . 0 a 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLEI~TOR= 237. :35;2[1:3 PlETER:: 
REFLECTOR PHYSICHL DIAMETER= 23s. 57368 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIWlETER= 237.352 133 PlETERS 
SL’PFHCE aPPROX1 MAT ION EPFXIR= 1 w 2606f327 MM 
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NQ QF MQDl_ILES t+:R@::s l:@Pt-lER:s= 133 
t-l@~tl_lLE It IaMETER FfC:RQ:z:s t;@RrjER:s= 10. I:t#jl:r METER:3 
FOC:HL LENGTH TO 11IHWETER RFtT IO= I . fjlj 
F@t;fiL LENGTH QF REFLEC:TQf?= 26’3. ‘31&5:3 METER:5 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL DIAMETEP= 267 - 89419 PlETEfPS 
REFLECTOR ELECTF ICAL 11 I HtlETER= 269. ‘31&5:3 METER:3 
:~~RFAI~E aPPRoxI riaT r q N ERROR= i I 1 c185623 rir4 
~40 OF pinpi.jLE:~ acm::::: C:nRr~~~S= 37 
~~@III~.ILE 111wjETEp am@:::: t:@wiER:+ 10. OrlCl PlETERS 
FOCPL LENGTH TO IIIHMETER RHTIU= 1 . 0 0 
FOC:HL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= ‘oz- 481 1113 METEP:z .I 
REFLECTOR PHYS ICFtL 11 I AMETER= :I;OrJ. 214713 PlEJ-ER:z 
PEFLECTOR ELECTRICAL D I WlETER= 302. 481 [1:2 f4ETEfl’S 
:::I_IRFHi:E aF’PR@xIMHT I q r+ ERROF= 0. 983P 1:3 I:l pJrq 
Pi@ @F ~~Q~~i~tLE~ fi~::fP-@:::z t:@PNFR:x= 41 
~J@~tl-lLE: 11 IPMETEP Ht::R@z:z t:@PNER:z= IO. 0130 METER:5 
FOCRL LENGTH TO III HMETER PAT IO= 1 I rc I.3 
FUCHL. LENGTH OF REFLECTUP= :5::35, 1:14562 METERr: 
REFLEC:T@R F’H’fSfl:aL ~lI~biETE~= :3:32.5:3521 PlETERS 
PEFL ECTOR ELECTRICt3L D I HPlETEP= :3:35. I34552 Mt=TFRz 
::i~,l~FFit~E BPF’ROXT PIAT I Of.4 ERRQP= 0 I 5’33 [I649 t’lrq 
pjU UF ~l@Dl-lLE:~ pl:p@:::~ t:@mER::= 45 
P1@Di-lL.E Jj IfirlETER flCR@:z:z l;@l?NER::= 10. I:I[I[! METER:% 
FUC’HL LENGTH TO PIWlETER RAT IO= 1 . 0 0 
FUC:HL LEt-GTH OF REFL.ECTUP= 3157. 61 13[12 METER:5 
REFLECTOR PHi’SICPL PIPVETER= 3154. 85572 METER?2 
REFLECTOR ELECTPICPL- DIAVETEP= 367,610132 PlETER:s 
:SUPFHC:E APPROXT MHT r q N ERROR= ij. gi3qFij 7 pipi 
pin of= riUrwLEs atcRoss I:@RHER:+ 4’3 
MQDl~lL~E 111 HMETER aCRQ:Z:: t:URNEP:<= IO. 1300 METERS 
FIXAL LENGTH TO DI PPlETEP PPT IO= I. 00 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TOR= 400, 17451 METERS 
PEFLECT~R ww:zI catL D I FttiETER= 3’37, 17622 METER:3 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIAMETER= 400.17451 METERS 
:SI..IRFHI:E aPPRo>SI MaT r or4 ERROR= 0.7477146 lrtM 
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NIJ OF rjODlJLES fil:RQ:sS I:O~~.NER:~= 57 
MnDlJLE 111 AMETER RI;PO:~:~ I;~RNER:+ 10.060 METEPS 
FIXAL LENGTH TO DIFSMETER RAT IO= 1.00 
FOCAL. LENGTH OF PEFLEC:TllR= 4t3;5. :3[1350 fq’1ETER:~ 
REFLECTOR PHi’:~I CHL D I HMETEP= 46.1 m 81724 METEPS 
REFLECTOR ELECTP ICAL D I iWlETEP= 4135. 31]:35{1 METER:; 
Sl~!RFACE HPPRBXIMHTION EPPOP= (I I c.43 l354’3 MI‘1 
f.+n nF flDDlJLES PCRfl:<:s I:ORP~ER::= 61 
MODljLE 111 HPlETER Hr:j?O:S:: I:@RNE~?:S= 10. 000 WETERS 
FCKHL LENGTH .TO DIAMETER RATIO= 1.00 
FOCPL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 447. &;81:1[1 flETEf?:z 
REFLECTOR PHi’SIWk DIitPlETER= 494.1377’S METERS 
F;‘EFLECTOR ELECTRICAL D I AMETER= 497. eGJ8 0 CI METER’;: 
:~URFHCE AF’PPIXAI MffT I ON ERROP= l:I 1; I:1 118 ‘3 8-2 c, I - M pi 
f.jn q F MDJJl-.lLE:: HI‘RO:::: I::~~F(P~ER::= E.5 
MlJIil-.lLE II I AMETER F~I:ROS:< l:OPf-lERS= 10. 0130 METERS 
FCKHL LENGTH TO ISIHPlETER PHTIU= 1 . ic 0 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 5:31:r. 4:32!5[l flETEP:y 
REFLECTOR PH’iS I IWlL D I HPlETEl?= 52&.4582c; flETEf?:s 
PEFLECTOR ELECTI’? ICHL I! IAMETER= 531:1.4:3251) METERS 
:~lJ?FPCE HPF’PO%TMWT IilN EPWlFr= 11 ~5.4 ij96S MM . -- 
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r{lJ OF t~j~J)l-lLE~ PI;RCJ::$ I:~P~IER+ 5 
MODIJLE 111 RMETER FfCFfl:3:% C:DRfjER:Z= 2’8. 060 ?lETEf?:? 
FOCHL LENGTH TU DIfiMETEf? l?ATIO= 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH IIF f?EFLECTOl?= 14d.49014 METER3 
REFLECTOR PHi’S I WtL I! I HMETER= 116.6217FI METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIHMETER= 117.19212 METERS 
Sl-U?FtXE HPPRO)L:I MAT w-i ERROR= 16. 071939’3 MM 
PQ-J OF MnDljLES Rl:R(l:z:: I;ORNEP:~= 9 
Pl@DljLE 111 HMETEF! f=f~:f?o:<:s C:lJRfjER:s= 28. 000 METER:5 
FOCAL LEHGTH TO DIHMETER FWTIO= 1.25 
FUCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOf?= 2GsO. 165515 METER:3 
REFLECTOR PI-WSICHL IIIRMETER= 207. 11320 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICffL 11 I AMETER= 2[@. I:3212 rlETEfG’:z 
I:I!RFHCE HPPROX I NRT I L’IN ERROR= ‘3. [146&2;2@ MM 
No OF MODl_ILES RCRO:z:z ~;nRf-@f?:+= 1 3 
pjOJJ1jL.E 111 PHETEP fi~I:fG’uS:s l:ORNER:s= 28 _ . I:I 13 !:I Ff E: T E R ?; 
FOCAL LEHGTH TO DIAMETER RHTICl= 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 373. 840 15 METER:2 
REFLECTOR PHYSI CRL. D I AMETEP= 2’37.6ilrjf3 METERS 
REFLECTOP ELECTRI CF!L I! I F!METER= 299.07212 METERS 
:~:LIRFHCE F)PPRUXT Mt?T I ON ERROF!= 6. p35293g riri 
t+-J OF rjODl_lLE~ j+:R@:zS l;flRt-jERs= Ii 
rjODl_ILE DIAMETER ACRO:r::z C:OPNER:+ 2i3.000 METERS 
FIXHL LEN6TH TO DIFfMETER RtiTICl= 1.25 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TClFr= 487.51514 METERS 
HEFLECTOP PHYSI Ci3L II I PMETEP= 358.11405 METERS 
REFLECTCIR ELECTPICPL DIHMETER= 390. 01212 METERS 
:SLWFACE HPPROX I MRT I Of-4 ERFOR= 4.8-272618 MM 
NI-J OF rlODl-lLE$Z RCC:ROS:: l:ORtJERS= 21 
MO~llJLE 111 HMETER Rt:R@S:3 l:ORNEP:~= 28.000 HETEPS 
FUC:HL LENGTH TO DIAMETEH PPT IO= 1.25 
FIXBL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 601. 19814 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHi’SI CAL D I HMETER= 478.61147 METERS 
REFLECTUP ELECTRICHL DIHMETEP= 410.95211 METERS 
SIJ?FAI:E HPPPOXI MlAT I ON ERFlll?= 3.4144506 MM 
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NO OF NlDl.JLES RC’RflS:T C:!JPNEP:S= 2s 
tK!IULE III RMETEP HC:f?flSS C:OF+lE~~= 25. 000 tlETEPZ 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DTHMETER RFtTICI= 1.25 
FtlCF1L. LENGTH OF PEFLEC’TOP= 714.86514 METERS 
REFLECTilR FiHYSTCFtL. DIHMETER= 569. 11E$89 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICFIL DIHMETER= 571.892 11 METERS 
:zww~cE iifPPR0xT~t3T Iurj ~~;lrfxw= :>. ~‘sil~~?S MM - i ._ 
fJO nF t-lnI-Il_ILES F)I;R~~:Z I:OP~JEP:+ 29 
MOIilJLE 111 AMETER HC-RuS:z CnPt-jER:S= 28. 1:101? t’?ETERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIFMETER WtT I q = 1.2’5 
FOWL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 828 ‘=i4015 l’lETEP:I - . ._ 
REFLECTOR PH’tSICtiL DIFtNETER= 659, &1&:32 METER:3 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICRL DIFWlETEP= &52.8:32 12 METER:3 
ZUHFACE HPPPCIXI MFTT I ON EFrRClFr= 2. z3402’34’7 plpj 
NO OF PjnDl-lLES f=t~:Rfl:s:z l:uRNER:<= 33 
PlflDl_ILE 111 firJETER fi~:fGyflS:T l:OPNER:z= 2rP. ofrlj HE TEf?:S 
FOCHL. LENGTH TO DIFWlETER RF!TI q = 1.25 
FCICHL LENGTH q F REFLEC:TOR= 942.21514 t’lETEP:< 
REFLECTUP PHYSI IXL 111 WETER= 750. lcJ374 METERS 
PEFLECTOP ELEC:TRIC:tiL D IWETER= 7%. 772 11 METER:5 
SURFSCE HPPWIXI MHT IUN ERPDR= 2.4976147 flM 
f.40 OF rjODl_ILES f+:Ro:~:~ r:ORNER:z= -3’ -- I 
rl~J)ljLE 11 I nMETEp fi1::R-J:::z l:C]fk’J4ER:z= 2’8.001:1 METEF;(.:S 
FCKt3L LENGTH TO DIHMETEFr RHTIO= 1.25 
FlXI=rL LENGTH C!F REFL.ECTOR= 1055.89015 t-IFTERS 
REFLECTOR PW’ST CtiL II I HtlETER= 840.60117 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL D I tWETEP= 844.71212 VlETER:S 
:SlJPFitCE tWPRCtXIMRTION ERROR= 2.2287214 Mrl 
NO OF rlODl-lLES ~~I:R(~SS l:fJRr4Ef;lr:s= 41 
MO1tlLE DIAPlETER ~II:ROSS C:fJPPjERS= 2l.OIil:l METERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TKI IIIHMETER RPT IO= 1.25 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1.169.56514 fdETERS 
REFLECTOR Pi-tYSICFfL D I HMET!%= 4fJl.08859 METERS 
PEFLECTCIW ELECTRIU=tL DIPMETEP= 935.~;5211 rlETERS 
SLWFFKE RPPPCIXT MRT I ON ERWlR= 2. Cll2099P MM 
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f40 OF rlcm.iLEs ~SI:F.~J:~:~ l:nfwER::= 45 
MO1UJ-E DIPMETER HCRDSS C:DRNEP:S= 2'8.FJo13 METEP:S 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIArlETEFr RFfT ID= S-25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOF:= 12B3.240~4 rjETER5 
REFLECTOR PH’fS I CPL D I RrlET ER= 1021.59602 METERS 
f?EFL.ECTOR ELECTR I CRL 11 I HrlETEti= 1 rJ2r5.5’3212 rlETER:s 
SlJ?FAC:E APPROXI rlf!T I ON ERPOl?= 1.83385f54 piri 
tic! of= rimtijLEs amtfl:z:r l:fyqqE~s= 49 
Pl@Ii!JLE 11 IAflETER fi!r:pflZ:,s: I:OFf-jER::= 28. 000 PfETERS 
FC!CF(L LENGTH T13 DIHMETE!? RHT IO= I.215 
FOCHL LENGTH IJF REFLECT/X’= 13%. 91513 METERS 
REFLEC’TCW PHYST CF!L D I HrlETER= 11 12. 09343 METER:< 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIiWlETER= 1117,5:3;21 [I METEPS 
Sl3?FACE AF’PROXI tWT I ON ERROP= 1.65462’34 MM 
~40 OF pjr-jpijLE: f+:Ro:::z C:nfgq=Rs= !=ii? - _I 
rlflIlljLE III AMETER FIc:BO:::z l;nRNER:T= 2s. 000 METER:< 
FOCHL LENGTH TD DIAMETER Ri3TIO= 1.25 
FlXr=IL LENGTH EIF REFLECTUP= lFilQ.5901:3 METER:3 
REFLECTOR PH'fSTlXIL D IANETER= 1.2 rl -2. r=,91$35 rjETEf?:s 
REFLECTOR ELECTP I CPL 11 I PrlETEP= 1208.472ll rlETER:I 
:XU?FHC:E iwmx 1 rlnT I m-4 EPRO!?= 1 . 55785 0’3 Mrl 
pin c]F rlmijLES wj2fl::::~ l:ow4ER:+ 57 
MjJIr1jL.E IlIfirlETER HI:RD:T:~ rI:lJRNER::= 28. [lfi[l METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETEP RATIO= 1.25 
FOCPL LENGTH OF PEFLECTElR= 1624.215514 METERS 
FEFLECTOP PH’fSTCAL DIHrlETER= 1293. [63327 rjETERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTP ICHL D I ArlETER= 12’49.412 11 METER3 
:SI$!FHCE HPPPCIXI MHT I ON ERR@P= 1. 448823 1 MM 
ND OF MUDULES FIlgGyJ:~:~ rI;-owm:+ 61 
Pl[IIDI_ILE 111 AMETER fit:Ro:s:: l:ORf4EF:s= 28. ijl?i:l PiETEP:Z 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RATIO= 1.2s 
FOCAL LENGTH QF REFLECTOR= 1737.94014 METEPS 
REFLECTOR PH~T 133~ rlI mlETEv= 1:383.58!%.9 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL I.1 I WlETER= 1390.35211. t=jETEPS 
‘XK’FACE FIPPROXI tWT TOW EPP@F= 1.354 033 CI MM 
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pi0 at= riopt-.iLEs ~I:P@:~:s l:@w4Ep:+ G!y 
~~QI~l~LE 111 AMETER fi~:R@S:z l:@PNER:r:= 2’ls.OijrJ METER:5 
FOCtSL LENGTH TO 131 WIETER PBT I@= 1 -25 
FIXAL LENGTH q F REFLECTOR= 1851.61514 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSI CHL D I RflETER= 1474, [l8:31:3 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL II I AMETEP= 148 1.2’32 11 METERS 
SlmlPFFttcE ~~PPRuxIMF-~T r ori EPROR= I. 2703287 riri 
rm OF riofwLE:z a~~n~~ r:nRrqp:+ 5 
riopijLE pI HflETEf? ~l:RQ:~:~ C@RtvERS= 22. 1300 METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH Tfl DIHI'IETER RHTIO= 1.25 
FOCFtL LENGTH OF REFLmECTUP= 115. [I39413 METER:; 
REFL.ECTUR PHYSICAL D I PMETER= ‘31. 131413 METER:% 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL rmw3-E~= ‘32’. 137452 PlETER::: 
:Z:URFACE HPPRUX I MAT I ON ERRUP= 12. i5.279533 pm 
NU @F riopIjLEs $il:p@:::~ I:@P~~EP:~= '3 
M@DI.ILE DIFfMETEP ACP@S:s COPPiER::= 22. 1:101:1 METER:< 
FOCHL LENGTH TD DIAMETER IWIT I@= 1.25 
FUC:HL LENGTH OF f?EFLErl:TOl?= 204.41547 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICBL DIAMETEP= l&2’, 7:2Gj52 METERS 
FEFLEI:TUR ELECTRICAL. n IHMETER= 16:2, 5:32:38 rlETER:s 
:SIJ?FAII:E PPPPOXI MGT I UN ERP@R= 7. 1 1:18 Cw3 ii8 riri 
N@ OF bl@Dl-lL.ES fi~:R@:s:: I:@RNE~?:~= 13 
Pl@IlI_ILE 111 RrlETEf? j+:f?QS:~ l:@F'r4EP:= 22'. OI:II:I METEF:y 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIPMETEI? PATIO= 1.25 
FOCAL LENGTH OF FrEFLECTUR= 293, 73154 METERS 
REFLEC:TUR PHYSICFIL DIRMETER= 233 .841&3 METERS 
REFLECTUR ELj3ZTPICHL D I HMETEP= 2’34.98524 flETEP:s 
:XWFHC:E RPPROX I Mf3T I ON EiWOR= . 4. 946:>1:r2E' riri 
pm OF M@DULES ACROSS C:@RNERS= 17 
rlQIH)LE IIIRMETER R~;f?@:::s l:@tT'M3?:~= 22.13013 flETEF:s 
FOCHL LENGTH TO IlIAMETER RHT I@= 1.25 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTUP= 7’?2 f&.$7@ PlETERS L f. - . 
REFLECTOR PH’f ST CF1L DIFMETER= -21-14 94A75 METERS 
EEFLEI:TOR ELECTRICAL ri I twfcTts= 3 16. 438 0-3 METER:! --cm- - 
:~JRFHI:E APPPOXI MDT I ON ERROR= :>, 79234$tF. MM 
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I I I III II I 111. II I.11 . I, I .-mm. .I I. -1.1. 
, ,,... . .-..- 
NlJ QF MQDl..lLES ~)C’fG’o:~:~ I:O~?NEP:~= 21 
M@IlljLE 11 I HtlETER fi~;R@:z:: C:QRNERS= 22. CI~I:I METEi?: 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETER PFITIO= l-g-5 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLEC’TOR= 472’. :263&e PjETERS 
REFLEdTUP PH'v'ST CRL D I HMETER= 576. 05187 METER:3 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICRL.. II I RMETER= 377.89rJqS METERS 
SlJ?FYC:E HPF’RO?I MFtT I ON ERROFF= 3. 075~.39s rpi 
N@ QF rl@~ljLES #l;RO:z:: l:lJRtdERS= 25 
rjQI\l_ILE DInMETER fiC:R@:::s I:.@RP~ER:~:= 22. 00 [I METER:5 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RHT I O= 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TOF(= 561.67976 METERS 
REFLECTUP PHYSI C:HL II I AMETEP= 44?.155*B METERS 
PEFLElZTOP ELECTRICRL DIAMETER= 445.343513 METERS 
SI~.I~FHC:E HPPROXI MAT I 0N ERROR= 2 586542'8 ripi . 
rja OF MOIIIJLES HC’ROSS C:ORNERS= 29 
MQDlJLE 111 t+lETm fic:E@:z:z l::@RtJEF;I’:3= 22. 013 0 PETERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETEf? RATIO= 1.25 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOP= G~I:I. 495:3:2 rlEJ-EfGy:z 
PEFLEIZT~P PH’i-7 ICRL rf I AMETER= 518.26211 METEIZZ 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIAMETER= 520.7Crgrj6 METER:? 
:ZURFHC:E APPPO:~IMAT I ON ERPOP= 3 2.31151501 rwi I-. 
pin QF MQIIIJLES Hlg-?o~:T l::QF(p+EF(S= 3 3 
rl@Dl_I[-E n I HMETER j=fsc:p@::Z l:@RNEF?S= 22. ijO BETERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO PI AMETEI? RHT I q = 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF PEFLErL:TOf?= 740.31190 METERS 
REFLEII:TOR PHYST CAL D IHMETER= 559. :3&723 rlETEPS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIHtlETER= 592.24952 METERS 
:SURFAC:E APPPOXIMHT ION ERROR= 1.3624115 MM 
pin OF riorwxz 131xo:3:51 ~:ORNER:~= -27 i I 
~l@I~l~lLE PI f+lETEF! ACRQ:~:~ l~Q~~~E~:~= 22. 001:1 METERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIW’lETEP RHTIO= 1.2'5 
FUCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 824 6.2798 METER:5 _I_ 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL DIFWlETEf?= 560.47234 METERS 
FIEFLECTOR ELECTPTCHL DIAMETER= G&:3. 7 0235 tdETEl?S 
:SUPFFC:E RPPROXTMATIUN ERRUP= 1.7511:382 MM 
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Pill OF MODIJLES flt:PO:~:~ I:OPNEPS= 41 
tqC&I_ILE DIF1flETER Pc:POS:~ ~:nl?NEf?:~= ‘22. tjrJr_l fiETEf?:z 
FOCAL LENGTH TO TJI WlETER RHT ICI= 1.25 
FDCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTUR= 318.9441:15 METERS 
REFLECTLIP PHYS T CHL D I RMETER= 731 m 57746 METEFS 
REFLECTOP ELECTRICRL DIHMETER= 735.15524 IIETEP’S 
:SI-IRFHCE HPPROXT MifT I ON EPPOP= 1 . 580935 1 MM 
Pi0 OF MnDl-lLES f+:Ra:::z I:OR~-~ER:~= !i:> 
rlfj~ll)LE 111 nMETER Pr:RO:3:5 r:nRt-4Ej2:= 22. &I METER:: 
FOCF1L LEHGTH TCI IlIHMETEP RHT IO= 1.25 
FtKPL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1186.89224 METERS 
REFLECTOFf PW’SI CRL D I AMETER= 944- 892’81 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIHWETEFr= 949.~1379 METER:2 
:WRFHCE HPPPOXIMHTION EPRClf?= 1.224 02’57 MM 
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NO q F MODl_ILES RI:RDS’~ I:OPNER:~= 61 
rlODI_ILE II I FfMETEl? ftCRt!SS CORPiER:S= ;22 . 0 13 0 HE T E p 3; 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIRtMETER RHTILi= 1.25 
FOCAL. LENGTH UF PEFLECTOP= 13g.s. 52431 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSI CHL D I ArlETER= 1087. 103 04 METER:3 
REFLECTCIP ELECT!?1 CtiL 11 I AMETER= 1092.4195j METERS 
::I-IRFRCE ~PPPIXI I’WT I OH ERROR= 1 - oi539i327 rlrl 
Pin q F MnDljLES F~I::ROS:T I:OPNEP:~= $5 
/lflDI_ILE 111 f+JETEP At~Ri-J:3:~ C:O~#R:~= 22. <icil:l METEI?:< 
FOCFIL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RATIO= 1.25 
FCICHL LENGTH ClF REFLECTOR= 1454. Fr4047 rlETEPS 
REFL.ECTCIP PHYSI CF!L 11 I FMETER= ll!fiu,. 2’0818 METEf?::: 
REFL.ECT@P EL.ECl-PICHL DIAMETER= 11&3.172:3S METERrS 
Na q F rjflDlJLE:s nCRO:s:z C:nPNEz’:::= 
MODI_ILE 111 Hf-iETER Hr:ROS:z C:ORNEfGy:?= 
FUCHL. LENGTH TO DTAMETER PHT IO= 
FOCSL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 
REFLECTUP PHYSI CHL D I BrlETER= 
REFLECTOR ELECT!? I CHL Ii I HWTER= 
:~l&‘Fl+:E fipf=pmXI MAT ION EPR@R= 
rin OF plII1Dl~,lL.ES fl!C:ROSS l:CJRNERS= 
PlElDllLE DI PPETEf? fit:R@S:z I:ORNER:~= 
FOCAL LENGTH TU DIAMETEF: RHT IO= 
FDCHL LENGTH OF REFLsECTOR= 
REFLECTOR PHYSI ML. I! I HrlETER= 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL- II I HrlETER= 
SURFACE PIPPPOXI MfiT I ON ERROR= 
1 :3 
16. 000 METER:3 
1.2’5 
FLKRL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 213.622’% METEPS 
REFLECTOP PHYSI CRC Ii I HrlETER= 170, O&&34 METEf?:S 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIHrlETER= 17 0.898:35 METEPS 
WAFWE FiPPPClX I MHT I ON EWXlR= :3.597:31r_17 MM 
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t.40 OF tlOril_ILE:s ~+:pfls:s l:~PrjER:~= 17 
rjn)Dl&.E 111 f+jETER HCPO:s:T C:OPtAEfG’S= 16. OI](I PJEJ-ER:: 
FOCRL LENGTH TO DIAMETER PHT ID= 1.25 
FOCFL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 27s. 550[18 METER:5 
REFLECTCR PHYSI ML I.11 HrlETER= 221 m 77446 METERS 
f?EFLECTOR ELECTRICHL D I FrlETEfk’= 222,8641:17 METERS 
WRFHCE FtPPPUXIMeT ION ERROl’?= 2.7584354 rlM 
pa L-JF p1OIil~lLES fil:RO:~:~ rI:ORNERS= 21 
M!JDl-lLE 111 HMETER Ri:ROS:s l:O~rjER:~= 16m 1300 METERS 
FIlCHL LENGTH TO DIFWETEP RHTI@= 1.25 
FIICPL LENGTH OF REFLsECTClR= :343.5372:3 METER:3 
PEFLECTOR PHYSIC:HL DIPMETER= 273.49227 METEF-‘:s 
REFLECTtIP ELECTPI CAL D I ArlETEP= 274, EQ’Eri8 rlETER:S’ 
:?I-RFACE ~~PPR~YI MHT I or! ERRC!R= 2 I p:~~:=:~fm piti - - _. 
t.417 OF MODljLE:z ~fl:,‘Ra:~:~ l:aRt.jEP:s= 25 
~JODl..lLE 111 AtlETEP HiXOS:~ CI.1RPi&‘:~= 1G. 000 METERS 
FOCHL. LENGTH TO DIArlETES RHTIO= 1.25 
FCICRL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 408,494:37 METERS 
REFL Er:TOP PWST S:HL D I tWETER= 325, En5[1:3 METER:< 
REFLECTUR ELECTRTCHL D IRrlETER= -=‘%=a 75549 METEP:S .-.,- _ . 
ZUFrFHr:E APPPDXI MFIT ION El?RUF’= 1 I 8811220 wi 
r+a q F PjOnljLE:; fi~;Rn:T:% I:~F~JE?.:~= 25 
MODl_ILE 111 HtlETEf? aC:RO:~::; l::ORNER:s= 16. 0013 METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RHT I@= 1 .2’5 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 473.45151 tlETEf?:s 
REFLECTCIR PHYS I CRL 11 I PrlETER= 376.9179Q METERS 
REFLECTUP ELECTPICHL II IHMETER= 378. 761 ;?I I’lETER:~ 
SURFFtCE APPPOXIMFTION ERPOR= 1 I 62’3 1:1255 rlrl 
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. 
pj!J nF Pl~DlJLE~ f+:pos’:~ C:OF’t4ER:+ 37 
~~O~IIILE 111 AMETER ai;p~~‘s l;nRrdER::= 16. (100 HETERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIHMETEP RHTI Cl= 1.25 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TOP= 6 03. 36579 METER:2 
REFLElCTCJR PHi’:SI CFtL D I HMETER= 481:(. :34:352 METER:3 
REFLElCTOR ELECTRICAL D I FtrlETER= 482.69263 METEPS 
:SURFW:E FtPPROXI MHT I ON EF’POR= i I 273555 1 rlN 
pjo OF piopi.-kEs aixms ~mwEps= 41 
pl@IlljLE IIf aMETER al:po:::T l:ORNEB:s= 16.000 HETEF!S 
FCKHL LENGTH TO I\1 FtrlETER RHT ICI= 1.25 
FtKPL LENGTH OF PEFLECTOR= 668, :32&4 METER:? 
REFLEI:TU~ PHm I i:aL ri I t=trlETER= 532. 135rj34 METER:2 
REFLEfCTOP ELECTRICaL DIWlETER= 5134. fiS$i:>r=; METERS 
SUHFHCE HPPPOX IMHT I OH EPROR= I. 14477 1 0 rlrl 
rjo q F M@DljLES f+C:PfJS:ZI I;ORMR:::= 49 
~jn~!ljLE 111 HMETER HCf?OS:s l;~RtW?:~= 16. cI01:l METERS 
FlJC:AL LENGTH TEI DI HMETER RFtT IO= 1.25 
FCKHL LENGTH OF REFLECT@R= 79s. 23;22 METEf?:T 
REFLECTDP PHi5 I catL I! I HMETER= 635.48195 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIarlETEP= 1538.!5!3971 METERS 
:~?!RFHCE aPPRlYX1 rlaT I ON EPFrllR= 0. 36215420 MM 
pjo 0~ pirxi-iLE:;;: a~:~~:~:~ lmwEp:~= 53 
/-jflDl-lLE 11 I aMETER f+C:RO:~:~ I~~~NEFT’:~= 16. 1:101:1 METER:< 
FOCHLm LENGTH TO DIAMETER RHTIO= 1.2s 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 863, 144% METER:3 
REFLECTOF! PH’iS I CaL I! I arlETER= 687.19477 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRI CFfL 11 IP!lETER= 690.55544 METERS 
‘~I-WFPII:E FtPPPUX 1 Mf!T I ON EPPOF-= 0.8902~05 MM 
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Vi@ OF MODI-ILES Ai:FfO:T:z I:O~?NEP:~= 157 
MODIJLE 111 FfMETER ai:R@:::s l:OPNEfZ:= 16. OClO NETERS 
FUCHL LENGTH TC3 IiIAMETER PF!TI q = 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 928,lslSij METER:3 
REFLECTOR PHYSIC:AL DIHMETEl?= 738.30759 METEP:z 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL rutmETER= 742.521 SKI METERS 
:Wl?FHCE FIPPRUXIMAT ION ERROR= 0. 8278989 MM 
pin OF pjODlJLES alI:m:3:3 I:OPNER:I= 61 
MOIjl_ILE D I AMETER fiCRO:z:z r:ORNEP:z= 16. illjO rdETERS 
FUCPL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RHT IO= 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 933. 1<18&fi METER:5 
PEFL.ECTOR PH’fSI iXL. 11 I AMETER= 790,6;2041:1 METER:% 
REFLECTOFr ELECTRICRL DIAMETEP= 744. 4:36’=12 METER:< 
SIJCFFKE awmx r waT I Or4 EPRRf?= Ct.7737474 riri 
pi0 q F piopiJLEs aC:pms l::oprwx~= 65 
r1OIvlJLE DIHt’lETER Hi:ROS:3 r:ORMR:s= 16. rJOI:I METERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIPMETEt? RHT IO= 1.25 
f=OCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1 fJS-,FI. [ifiS8[1 METER:2 
~YEFLEI:TO~?. PHYSI c:atL I! IAMETER= 842. 3332 1 PlEJ-ER:~ 
f;:EFLEC:TOR ELECTPICY~L- D I HMETER= 846.415264 METERS 
:S!.IRFACE HPPPOXP Ma7 I ON ERROF.‘= Cl. 72624s 0 riri 
pia •~ pi0p-iLEs al:m:s:z I:URHER:+ F, 
MO~ilJLE 11 I F)METEP Ffi:RO:s:z l:ORNER:s= 10. [I~[I mE’TEP:x 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETEP PHTIO= ‘5 
FOWL L-ENGTH OF PEFLECTOR= S2’&~1 METER:: 
REFLECTOR PHYSTCAL DIAMETER= 41 m 4SOk.4 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIHMETER= 41-85433 METERS 
:SLRFHCE fiPPROX1 MAT I ON ERROR= 5.73997134 riri 
NO OF MODIJLES AIXXI:C~ I:~~RNERS= ‘3 
MOISULE II I W’lETEP ACROS:? i:ORNERS= 1 ft. IjbO METEI?: 
FOCHL LENGTH TO IiIAMETER PHTIO= 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 42.91612 METERS 
REFLECTOR. PHYSI CRL 11 I AMETER= 73-97114 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIAMETEP= 74. :3329ii MFTEPS 
WPFHCE RPPWIX I WT I ON EPPOP= 3. Elcw%7 MM 
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tj@ c]F M@DljLES f+:Rfl:s:z S:flRJ-jEF:S= 13 
M@)JlJ-E It If=#lETEP ai:RfJ:z:: C:@PtdER::= 10. OrJCf METER:3 
FECAL LENGTH TLI IlIarlETEl? RAT I q = 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 133. 51434 METEl-+:~ 
REFLECTOR PH’U’SICHL II I HrlETEP= 1 OC.., 2916.5 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICaL DIHMET~R= 1 ijE., 81147 METEPI% 
:SI_IRFRCE awm+I rlaT I ON ERR@/?= 2’. 24m192 fqri 
r4u 0F riom.iLE:~ atCm:~:3 ~~~~r~~~:~= 17 
PI~‘CII_ILE 111 FfMETER HC:RO:z:? I:@RNEP:~= 1 (I. Q~#[I PjETEP:s 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIRMETER RHT IO= 1.2s 
FOC!?L LENGTH OF REFLEC:TOR= 174. 11255 METER:: 
FEFLEl:TOR Pkh’SI CAL 11 I arlETER= 1:38,&12lt3 METER:3 
FIEFLEIZTOR ELECTRICAL rmrlETE~= 139. 2401:14 METER:2 
Sl-iRFfiC:E appmxr piaT 1 or-4 ERROR= 1.724 022 1 Mrl 
Pi@ q F l’tnDl-lLEz t=tC:PjJ:~:~ ~:nfFyj'jER::= 21 
PIODI_ILE 111 FMETER al::fm;:s lm?rdERS= 1 ij. 013 [I METER:5 
FOCHL LENGTH TCI Is1 AMETER RHTIO= 1.25 
FOIXL LENGTH C!F REFLEC:TOP= 214,710?7 rlETEt?S 
REFLECTUP PHYZI CF!L D I HMETER= 170.3:9C,7 r’lETEl?S 
FEFLECTOR ELECTRI CRL D I AMETER= 171- ?GS61 rlETERS 
:~IB?FHCE f!PPPO:?T MET I ON ERROR= 1 . 398 10 18 I:I pipi 
p+n OF tqJDljLES Hl:Ru:T:< l;OPpdER:+ 2s 
pl@~ll~lL E 111 RPIETER ai:WO:zI:~ lxRp!Ef?::= 10. rlt-30 NETERS 
FOCPL LEf-IGTH TO DIAMETER RATIO= 1.25 
FOCI~L. LEHGTH OF REFLEC:TOP= 255. :3fj89.3 METER:% 
REFLECTUP PH’iSICHL Ii I AMETER= 2[1:3. ;55:21r; tdETE=:z 
PEFLECTOR ELECTRICaL DIAMETER= 2 04.24718 METERS 
:~RFHI~E apppoxI r!aT 1 q ERROR= 1, 1’757012 f’W 
tqo OF piapi-iLEs aC:pO:~:~ i:npp4Eps= 2’9 
M!Jrtl-lLE 111 AMETER RCR@Z:S l::DRt4ER:S= 10. OCrO METERS 
FOIXL LENGTH TO DIHMETEP PAT IO= 1.25 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 2%. 3~1721:1 tlETEFf:z 
REFLEIZTOR PH’i:u cat n I mETER= ‘2:3S. 5736,Fr METER:; 
PEFLECTOR ELECTRICaL DIHMETEP= 2’36,. ‘7257r; METERS 
:SUFrFHl:E HPPROX IMRT I ON ERROR= 1 I 0143809 rlrl 
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pia q F= M@IlljLES acpm:: I:OF:~JEP::= 13 ‘3 
rlnDl_ILE BI AMETER HCR@:s:s r:fllWER:S= 10. ijij0 METER:: 
FOCRL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RHTIO= 1.2’5 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 3:3r;, 50541 METER:3 
REFLECTUP PHW I CaL D I YMETER= 267 . 8941.3 flETEP:s 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DItiMETEP= 269. 20433 METEPS 
SURFHCE aPPRDX I MaT I ON ERROR= 0 I 892’0 652 Mtnj 
1-40 OF rinriijLEs aixms ixm43s= 37 
rimiijLE IIT W’lEJ-ER fmmzs C:ORNERS= 1 ij. ~i~iij METERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RHT ICI= 1.2s 
FOCAL L-ENGTH I7F FrEFLEC:TUP= 377. 1 ij:3&:3 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICaL DIAMETER= 3[lcl. p14i[i METER:3 
F:EFLECTOl? ELECTPICHL D I AMETEP= 3 01 I 1332’913 PlETEfi’S 
:~lJ?FACE APPPOXIMPTION El?F’ClR= 0, 7953719 riri 
pin q F pimii-.kEy ftr:m:x 13,wt435= 41 
r1LlDlJL.E 111 t=fj-‘jETER fii:K!S:s l::@lWER:~= 10. ClijO ~ETEP:~ 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RHT IO= 1.2s 
FOCHL LENGTH OF PEFLEC:TOR= 417.70184 METERS 
REFI-ECTOP PHi’S I CHL D I AMETER= :3:3%. 53521 METER:2 
REFLEr_:TOP ELECTRICHL DIHMETER= 334. 115.147 METEF:: 
:SURFiKE HPPROXIMHT ION ERRUF’= n 718~~1133 pm _I 
pin at= pimixEs aixm:~ ~yxwm~= 45 
pl@DljL.E DIHMEJ-ER HCR@:s:3 l;~lWER::= 1 Q. OCI[I WETEF’:S 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RHTIU= 1.25 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOf?= 4!33.3~iijij~ METERS 
PEFLEIZTOR PH’r’z 1 IcaL n I wETEE= 3&4.85572 METEP:s 
REFLEC:TOR ELECTRICAL DIAMETER= 566. &41:I[is METEP:s 
:SlmRFaCE APPRClXIMHTION ERROR= 0 I ci49487 riri 
pia q F pimiijLEs ai3m:s3 i3xwEp:~= 43 
pinpijLE 111 AMETER acfms:~ l:@RpiER:~= 10. [iijij METER:2 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RHTIO= 1.25 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 498,85x32& METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYISICaL DIHMETEP= 3’5‘71 17622 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICaL I~IaMETER= 399 11861 METER?: _ _. 
:SUFFHCE fiPPRO)S I MaT I ON EPfXlP= r~. m16sip rit-i 
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pin nt= rinriijLEs acpos:z C:OptiER:s= !i:> 
MOIIIJLE 111 HMETEP: aCR@S:s C:flRf’jER:z= l#. C&I METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETEt? RHTIO= 1.25 
FOCFL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 539.491548 PjETEP:z 
REFLECTOR PH-m r:aL 111 ariETm= 42’3.496i3 METEFS 
REFLECTOR ELECTP ICAL II I HMETER= 431 . 97 18 METEf?:2 
WRFACE FtPPROXI MPT I OH ERROR= 0. 5&75:3 rlM 
rio 13 tmrii_iLEs acrcZ0:~:~ I~RNER:~:= 57 
MIJDIJLE 111 PrlETEP alI:Rn:~:~ r:@RNEP:z= 10. ilili1:1 NETEPS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DI HrlETER PHT IO= 1.2’5 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= f;8[1, 1]347i3 METERS 
PEFLEI:T~R wcr caL n I twETm= 461 m :31724 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICF1L DIFtMETER= 464. 07576 METER3 
ZWFACE HPPPOXIMHT ION ERROR= 1:1. 51743m rlrl 
pin @/= NlDi~lLES amm:z l:@Rp4ER:~= 61 
MODI-IILE 111 HrlETER af’ROS:Z C:URNEP::= lrJ.1:101:1 #ETEt?S 
FClCFiL LENGTH TO IIIHMETER PHTIO= 1:zs 
FOCHL L-ENGTH OF f?EFLECTOl?= @[I, Cs92.31 tlETEC;I’:s 
REFLECTOR PHi’STCPL D I HMETER= 434. 13775 rlETER:z 
REFL EC:TOR ELECTl?ICF1L II I HMETER= 4% I 55433 METER:3 
Zl.!RFHC:E HF’PROXI MAT I CR-1 ERl?OR= II. 483592 1 riri 
pin OF rimi_iLE:~ ai:po:s:z lxxqqER:+ 65 
tqODl_ILE 111 HMETER F-iCpO:::~ l:OP~~EF;I’:~= 10.001:1 NETERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETEP PHTIO= 1.25 
FOCtiL LENGTH OF REFLECTUP= E&l,291 12 METERS 
REFLEI~TOR PHYSICaL D I HMETER= 52&.4582i5 METER:2 
REFLECTOR ELECTRII~~L IlIAMETEP= 55’9, 03290 METERS 
SURFHCE tiPPRUX I MF!T I ON ERROR= n. 453903 1 MM 
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rio OF riomL.Es awo:m C:OP~IERS= 5 
riortiLE DI WlETEP acm:z:y CoHriER:~= 28. ijijij METEF(:< 
FUc:HL LENGTH TU DIArlETEl’? RHT IO= 1.56 
FOWL LENGTH OF i?EFLECTOP= 175.53n76 METER:3 
PEFLECTOR PHYSIlI:HL IIIHrlETER= 1115.62178 rlETERS 
REFLElCTOR ELECTRICHL. II I arlETER= 117. 020Sl METEPS 
SURFF~CE APPF-rOX I MAT I ori ERROR= 13 . 433 1638 riri 
pin OF rinpijLEs alxo:~:~ IXIPNERI~= 9 
rl@DlJLE 111 t+iEJ-ER aCR@:::z C:@RNEfGyz= 28. 13130 METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO ljIAMETEf? RHTIfl= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= :311.74100~ METERS 
PEFLECTOR PHi’S I CAL DIHrlETER= 207. 11320 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL D I HrlETEf?= 2 07. w2734 METERS 
:SUF(FBC:E aPP~oxIrlaTI@t~ ERPOP= 7.562 0744 MM 
pin OF tl@Dl-lLES att<fqo:s:z il:OPpiER:+ 13 
fl@IUJLE DImMETER HCRa:;:S l:aFNERS= 28. 00 0 METEPS 
FOCAL. LENGTH Tll DIAMETER RHT IO= 1.50 
FOCFlL L.ENGTH UF REFLECTOR= 447.315126 r1ETERS 
PEFLECTOF PHYS I CHL D I ArlETEP= 2’97. 61&:3 PlETERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICaL DIHtlETEF(= 25~3.1534 17 METEPS 
PIJRFACE FtPPROXIMHT IOW ERf?OF= 5 I 262:366 1 rlrl 
Pi@ q F MnDljLE:s fji:R@::S l:aPt-iER:~= 1 7 
PjaDl_ILE DTaMETER ACRnS:; t:@RriER:r:= 28. Ot?il NETEPS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIatlETER RHTIO= 1.50 
i=OCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 584.16151 r1ETEPS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL DIPMETER= :3:38, 1141jS rlETEPS 
PEFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIRrlETER= 389.441 ii0 METEPS 
:SUPFPCE RPPROXI MAT I ON EFrf;lOR= 4. 15352458 rlrl 
pia OF pinrii-kEs aixas:s i:opriEp:+ 21 
rlOIClLE D I RMETER ACRO:3S CORNER:S= 28. cl00 METER:5 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIarlETER RAT IO= 1.50 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLEICTOR= 720.37175 rlETER:Z 
REFLECTOR. PH’r’SICRL DIAMETER= 478.61147 rlETERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRI~HL DIHtlETER= 480.24783 METERS 
SLIPFaCE FIPPPCIX I MRi I ON EPPOF(= 13. ‘2722159 MM 
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pi0 of= tqOmiLE:~ al:m:z:s C:nwwz+ 2’5 
pinpi-iLE ~rwqETEp acRo:r::z cow-iEm= 28. 1:1f!o METER:3 
FOCHL LENGTH TU DTHMETER PHT IO= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH q F REFLECTOR= :35&m S82’00 METERS 
REFLECTOR PH’r’:ZIC:FlL DIHt?ETER= sG’>. 10889 METERS 
REFLECTUP ELECTRICAL D I AMETER= 571. 135413 METER:3 
:~RFACE aww3xI tiafT 1 or? EmoR= -2, 751 &S:3 TIM 
pin 0~ pjapi-iL.E:z al:pn:~:~ C:mwEF;‘:+ 29 
~I~IIIALE 111 t=jriETEp aC-:m:::: C:ORNEF(S= 33. I:I~I:I METER:3 
FOCHL LENGTH T13 DIHMETEP RHT IO= 1.50 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= ‘3’32. 792-24 METERS 
F’EFLECTOP PH’fSI CHL I! I AMETER= &s9.5<1&:32 METER:2 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL I! I HtCTER= Ge.1. 8&15[1 METEP:< 
::I-IPFHIZE iwwaxr ritw I at-i ERROR= .-a =. 3743 f14 I:I riri 
p4f-j OF py-mi-iL.E:5 ~I~~~:~:~ l:atwEw= :3 13 
tqj’-JDl_ILE 111 Ht-jETER fiCR@:5:% l:@f;lr+EFr::= 28 I Ofi0 METER:2 
FOCPL L.ENGTH TQ I~IAMETER PHT IO= 1.50 
FOCHL- LENGTH OF REFLEC:TOR= 112’3. [tf1249 MF.TEf?:z 
REFLECTOR PHYSICAL II I HMETER= 750, 113374 rjETEF:s 
PEFLECTOP ELECTRICAL D I AMETER= 752. &83:3 METER:< 
:SI-IRF~I~ apwuxr MIST 1 or4 EmoR= 2, 111878477 Mrl 
pi@ @F tq@Dl_ILES al:pa:::: l:@Pr4ER:z= 37 
rjoDI)LE 111 HrjETEE t=u;p@~:~ C:@RrJEF::= 28. OO?i METERS 
FOCFL- LENGTH TO DIAtlETEF( F?HTI O= 1.50 
FOCAL LENGTH OF PEFLsECTOR= 1-= I=. d-5.21275 METEPS 
PEFL.ECTOR PH’iS I CHL II I HWETER= 840. GKil 17 METER:2 
REFLEII:TOR ELECT!? ICRL D I WlETEP= 143.471517 METERS 
:wwal:E awmxr rwT 1 or4 EmoR= 1 I 8f331371:3 riri 
rifl OF piOpijLEs aC:pa:‘I::: i:o~piE~s= 41 
t4@~H..I1-E 111 HMETER fii:jG’@:z:z T:@RrjER:S= 28. i10l:i #'fETER:2 
FOC:HL LENGTH TO DIHMETER MT1 O= l.fst:i 
FOCRL LENGTH IIF PEFLECTOH= 1401 I 42234 METERS 
REFLECTOR PWr’SICt=!L II I fitdETER= ‘221 I [I~SS~ METER:2 
PEFLECTOP ELECTPICAL DIiWETER= 934.28193 PjETER:r: 
SCIPFWE aspwax nw 1 ori ERROR= I. 681984ts tw 
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t.40 q F MflIilJLES fiiC:R@:sS l:OR&R:::= 49 
MODl-lLE 111 nMETEP fiC:RO:s:z I:ORNER:~= 28. FJ~I:I f’IETEP?z 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETER PATIO= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH OF PEFLECTOR= 1673.84349 METERS 
REFLECTElI? PH’fS 3 CRL D I HMETER= 11 12. 13934:3 PlETEP:< 
REFLECTOR ECECTRICPL DIAMETER= 1115. $956s, PlETER:x 
:SURFACE APPPOXI MHT I OH El?RflP= 1.408~412! MM 
IJI-J c]F MnDl-lLE:~ Al:P@S:z I:~JP~+F(:~= 57 
~l~Dl_lLE 111 nEET= ~~I::RO:~S r:DRNER::= z’$. O!:ll:1 #ETEP:S 
FUCHL LENGTH TO ZiTHMETEP RATIO= l.Scl 
FOCFtL LENGTH IIF REFLEC’TOP= 1’346.&39& PiETEPS 
F.:EFLEICTOR PHYSI CHL DI AWETEP= 1293. t333~7 wETER:z 
PE.FL-ECTOR ELECTR I CftL D I tWETER= 129? , .50931 ~1ETERS 
SURFiCE APPROXI MAT I ON ERFrClR= i2ii1272 riri 
t?o @F MODlJLES FfI:ROSz COfPNEP:+ 61 
~~O~II-ILE IIIHMETER F#:Rn:Z:S I:~JF:NERS= ZB. [IO[I METER:2 
FUCFIL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RHTIO= 1 .SCl 
FCKHL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TOR= 2 (~32. 474’2 1 PjETER:~ 
REFLECTOR PHYS ICRL D I AtlETER= 1.:383. 55Sc.9 PlETEF(:S 
i?EFLECTOR ELECTf?TCPL DIAMETEP= 1358.3lr)lf; METEPS 
SlJRFHCE i3PPROXIMRTION ERWlP= 1. 1319095 tw 
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r.40 IJF M~Ijl-IL.ES H~:Rfl:z:z C:OFt’AEP:S= 6s 
MflDijL_E 111 kMETE(? fiCPOS:s C:ORNER:S= 28.000 METER:5 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RHTIO= l.SO 
FOCHL LENGTH tJF REFLECTOR= 22 18: 61448 rlETERS 
REFLECTilR PHY’SI CRL Tl I ArlETER= 1474. 083 13 rlETEPS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICFlL DIAMETER= 1479.12299 rlETERS 
SURFACE HPPRGX I MAT I ON ERROR= 3.. C&24187 MM 
t.40 OF tl~DI_ILES f+I:RO:zZ I;IJRNERS= 5 
MuDl-lLE 111 HMETEP fiCRn:::2 I:~RNER:~= 22. 00[1 METER:% 
FIJCHL LENGTH TI7 DIF!METER PHTIO= 1.50 
FIXHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 137 .4$71:12 MEJ-EPS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICHL DIArlETER= ‘31.63141:( METERS 
PEFLECTUR ELECTRICAL DIPrlETEP= 91.944&;8 METER:: 
SI-WFHCE FPPFrOXI MFtTI Ilf-4 ERPC!R= lo.5546287 pvq 
tfJ OF MfJDl-jLE:;;: fi~;Rg:z:: I:@RNER:~= 9 
M/JJjlJLE 111 RMETER Ac:H)S:z l:lJ~rJER:S== 22.000 HETERS 
FOCPL LENGTH TO DIArlETER RHTIO= 1.50 
FOCAL LENGTH !ZF REFLECTOR= 244. 93435 METER:3 
REFLECTOR PHY’.SICRL DIHWTER= 162.73652 METERS 
REFLEC:TOR ELECTRICHL DIAMETER= 16:3.29291. METERS 
ZURFACE HPPRLW T MAT I ON ERROR= s. 9416298 ml 
t#-J q F MODl_ILE:< f+;pflS:- I;DRNEP::= 13 
MODIJLE DI HMETER f+r:RO:zS I::OF(J-~ER:~= 22. rJs?[~ METER:~ 
FOWL LENGTH TO DIFtMETER IWTI O= 1.50 
FOCAL LENGTH q !F REFLEriTOR= 351.96170 METERS 
REFLECTOR PH’r’SI CHC. DIAMETER= 23X8416:3 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL DIAMETER= 2:34.64113 METERS 
SURFHCE HPPROX IMHT I ON ERROR= 4.1347lW MM 
t.40 OF MODi-lLES F)C:RO:z:s l:OPNER::= 17 
~J~IlljLE L-11 W'lETER ~1:3?f.J:~:~ C’mRf-iEf?:+ 22. OOCl METERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO IiIHMETER RF!TIO= 1.50 
FlJC:AL~ LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 451.98404 METERS 
REFLECTOR Pt-FfSICFfL DIHMETER= 304.94675 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIAMETER= 305.989:36 METER:3 
:WF’FHCE kPPPO%It’lAT~lXi EPFOR= 3.17fV5504 MM 
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NO OF MOJjljLES fiCRfl:s:s C:ORNEP:z= 21 
MODI-IL E DI HMETER fi~:Rn:s:s I:ORP~EPS= 22.Ol:tCt WETERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO ISIAMETER RATIO= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= Fj&.orJ637 PlETERS 
REFLECTOR PHi’SICPL DIAMETER= 376. [1!51:37 METEF;I’S 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIPMETER= 377.33758 METERS 
ZLIRFHCE FiPPRlJXI MifT ION EtWOR= 2.571 ~1968 rw 
t.40 OF PjDDl-lLE~ f=fc:l?jJ:::: I:ORNER~= 25 
MODIJLE 111 H#ETEP t=trl;ROz$S I:DRNER:S= 22. rJijt:t METER:2 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIPMETER PHTI!l= 1.50 
FCKHL. LENGTH q IF REFLECTOR= 673. WB71 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSI CHL D I HMETEl?= 447. 156’39 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTI? CAL II I AMETER= 441.681581 METERS 
ZCIRFHCE FtPPPClX IMHT I ON ERFrOP= 2. 162181X3 MM 
t.10 OF PjODlJLES F?C:RU:TZ C:ORNER:5= 2.9 
MODl_ILE 111 HMETER fitT:FrO?..:3 I:CIRNER:S= 22. cl00 METERS 
FUWtL LENGTH TO DIF-IMETER RHTIO= 1.50 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= iFrC1. 1551 06 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSI CRL D I HMETER= 518.26211 METERS 
I-?EFLECTOR ELECTPICPL DIAMETEP= 52’0. ~134133 METER:? 
SIJ’FHCE f!PPPOXI MFiT I CIW EPF’OP= i.865524rj riM 
t#-J Of= t-jf-JDl-lLES F)t:;pO:::: l:uRNEP::= 13 :3 
MnD!-lLE n 1 fiMETER ffCROS:S C:CIRNER:Z= 22. IjCiCl METERS 
FOCtiL LENGTH TU DIHMETER RHTIO= 1.50 
t=OC:HL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 887. 1:17:3:39 METER:: 
REFLECTOR PHYSICRL DInMETER= 589.36723 METE$?:~ 
PEFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DI!WETER= 591.:38226 METERS 
SURFFICE t=tPPFUXIMRTION ERROR= i .64045 1 s rwi 
r{O OF t~uDl..lLES F)t:RuSS I:@~?NEPS= 37 
MODI-ILE 11 IFtMETER tiCROSS t:OF;lrNEPS= 22. 060 METERS 
FOCFfL LENGTH TCI DIHMETER RHT I q = 1 .SCl 
FOCPL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 994. I:r9!57:3 PlETERS 
REFLECTOR PHY:SI CAL DI FWlETER= 660.47234 METERS 
PEFLECTOR ELECTRICFtL IfIPtlETER= 662.730# METERS 
SIX’FACE tWPROXIM~TIUN ERROR= 1.4638418 mri 
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II - 
N@ OF MODI-ILES pt:RO:~:~’ I:@RNE~?:~= 41 
rjfJDt_ILE 111 RMETEP f)t:R@:z:: I:@~~~ER:S= 22. 000 METERS 
FOCFL LENGTH TU DIHMETEl$ RtVIO= *1.50 
FflCFfL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1101. 11807 METERS 
REFLECTOR PH’iS I CFlL It I AMETER= 731.57746 METERS 
PEFL.ECTOR ELECTRICFiL DIAMETER= 734. tj7871 METERS 
SUPFAtI:E FrPPROXI MFfT ION ERROR= 1 . 32 156-v --%.L- tdrl 
ri0 OF MfiItl-lLE:~ BI:R~:Z:; I:ORJ#=RS= 45 
M@DljLE It I AMETER FfCR@:::: 1:0R’jEf’?:z= 22. ffljft METER:3 
FOCPL LENGTH TO DIFiMETEP l?I=IT IO= 1.50 
FOCFiL LENGTH OF REFL.Et:TOt?= 1zr-1:3. 14i14n METER:‘: 
F.EFLEtCTOR PHYSICFtL It I HMETER= 8 02 fkR-&& PlETER:;: c -- 
PEFL.EtZTOR ELECTRICAL D I HMETER= e [~!fj. 4&‘3:2 METER:3 
SIJPFHCE APPRmI MHT I OH ERROR= i . 2 044424 rw 
HO IJF l’lOJY_ILE~ fi~:j’?QS:~ t::@Pt+ER::= 49 
tlnD!.-lLE It InMETER fiCRO:::z t:@PtjER::= 22. 000 #ETERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TB DIAMETER lWTIO= 1.56 
FOCAL LENGTH BF REFLECTOR= 1:315. 16274 tlETER:z 
REFLECTOR PWi’SI CAL I! I HMETER= 873.71769 METERS 
PEFLECTOR ELEt^:TRICFtL It I AMETEP= 87G. 77515 METERS 
SURFACE FfPPPOXI MfW I CIU ERPOP= 1 106475’2 MPl . 
PI0 OF P!ODl..lLES tSCRfl:Z:2 t;@t+lER:z= 5J 
MlJItl-.lLE I-.lI AMETER fitI:R@::s C:@RPjER:z= 22. [tO[l METER:2 
FOCHL LENGTH TU DIPMETER RATIO= 1 .SfS 
FIJIXL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 14i2. 185C1s; METER:2 
REFLECTOR PH’r’SI CFtL It I AMETEf?= 344 892’81 METER:2 . 
REFLEtCTOR ELECTRICHL DIAMETER= 945.12337 METERS 
:SlJ?FF!l:E APPRCIX I MPT I ON EPP!JR= 1 . 02321 Cl2 MM 
NO q F M@ftl-lLE:z f=ft:Rfl:<:< I:ORNER:= 57 
rjODl_ILE 11 I AMETER ACR@?;S t:@RNEP:= 22.000 METERS 
FOlXL LENGTH TO DIRNETER PHTIO= l.SI:r 
FCKHL. LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1529.20741 METERS 
PEFLECTOR PHYSICAL It I HMETER= 10 15:99793 METERS 
PEFLECTOR ELECTRICAL IlIFtMETER= 1#14.47161 METERS 
:~lX’FtXE APPROX I WIT ION ERROR= O-9515999 MM 
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ti@ OF MODI-ILES ~~I:RCI:~:S I:@RNEP~+ 61 
tsj@IllJLE III AMETER f=tCR@5’:: I::~~?~+ERS= 22. [tfjt:! I’lFTEP:;,: 
FOIXL LENGTH T13 ItIHMETER RHTIO= 1.50 
FOCfiL LENGTH q IF REFLECTOR= 163c.. 22974 rlETER:s 
REFLECTOR PH’r’ZICflL 111 HMETEP= 11337. 1 [1:31:14 rlETEP:z 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL It I HtlETER= 109tj. t314i32 tlETERS 
SUPFFSCE APPRO%IMHTION ERROR= 0. ~3393575 riri 
NO OF tdODl-lLES fit::RO:s:z ~:nFtij=R:+ 615 
rj0Ill-lL.E 111 FwETER f+:R@S:l I:~FNEP:<= 22. 000 Pl’1ETEP:S 
FOWL LENGTH TCI 111 HMETEP RHTIU= 1 . 5 13 
FOCPL LENGTH UF REFLECTOR= 1743. 252 09 rjETEF.‘:s 
l?EFLECTOR PHYSlr:FtL It I tWETER= 1 I%$. 2[1818 METER:2 
REFLECTOR ELE!I:TR ISI:HL I! I AMETER= 1162. 16,8X METERS 
SURF~I:E BPPROX ItleT I ON ERROR= 0. 8347575 tiri 
Pi@ OF MOD[lLES fiCRO:3::: l:@f?tYEPS= 5 
M~1HJL.E ~IIHMETE~ AC:j?@:<:S I:@I?J~EPS= 16. 001:1 f’lETEP:S 
FOCAL. LENGT# TC! DTHMETER RAT IO= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLmECTOR= 101]. :3[1:32’9 tdETER:z 
FEFLECTOR PHYSTCHL ItIF1METER= GF.. 64102 PIETEP:: 
REFLECTOR ELECTPICALm It I AMETEP= C.fS.8158%. METERS 
:ZURFWE APPROXI MHT I ON ERROR= 7. &7s3 093l3 pjpI 
pi0 q F rio~ti~LE~ a1C:po:::~ l:nf3-if=~~= 9 
~IOIlClLE DIAMETER HI:RO:<S C:ORNER:Z= 16. [I!SIJ METER:3 
FOC:AL LENGTH TCl DIHMETER WtTIO= i.50 
FOrS:AL LENGTH lJF REFLElCTC!R= 178.13772 METERS 
REFLEtZTOR PHYS T CPL It I HWTER= 1 18. :3!538:3. PlETERS 
REFLECTOR EL’ECTRICtiL DIAMETER= 118 -75848 METEPS 
:SUEFHcE HPPROX IMHT I flti ERROR= 4.32 1 i 854 riri 
tin n/= rj@Dl-lLES fit:Pa:::z t;nRNEGys= 13 
~1DItULE It I HMETER ACROSS CORNERS= 16. OtsrU METERS. 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DItWETER RitT IO= 1.50 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 355.97215 METERS 
REFLECTOR PHYSICHL DIHMETER= 170. 013334 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIABlETER= 17f?.643310 METERS 
Sl..IPFFtCE ~PPRUXIM~TION ERROR= 13. 007 06;63 MM 
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HO OF tlfJDi_ILE:z fiC:l?O:S:s I:@PP~ER:~= 21 
~~IJIII.ILE II I AMETER RCPD:ZS C:OPNER:S= 16. 000 f’?ETER:3 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETER RAT IO= l.SrJ 
FOCAL LENGTH OF i?EFLECTOl?= 411.G4100 METERS 
REFLECTOR PH’fSICAL 11 I FWlETEFr= 273.49227 PETERS 
REFLECTUP ELECTI? IC:HL II I WlETEf?= 274.42733 METERS 
:3Uf?FHC:E HPPROX ItWiT ION ERP@R= 1.8638376 Mf? 
NO OF I’lOfi-iLE’-;: t%:POS:: t;OPNEP:z= 2’s 
rlflI~i-,iLE 111 HflETEP ~~I:RDSS C:ORNEFS= 16 - 0 0 I:I HE T E F r: .- 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIHMETEP WIT IO= 1.150 
FOCAL LENGTH OF PEFLECTllR= 489.47543 r’fETERS 
REFLECTOR PH’iSI IXL DIAMETER= 325 . 2ijSCl8 tlFTER:S 
F’EFLECTOP ELECTRICAL IlIHMETER= :32~,316’3!5 HETER:F: 
SURFFKE WPWIXI MRT I ON ERROP= 1 m 5724947 MM 
IJO OF MOPILILES FII:FO:~:: C:ORb{Ek:z= 2-3 
MODI~LE 111 A#ETER ACFflS:~ CORNEFF:Z= 16. 51OU t!ETERS 
FOCAL LENGTH TO 111 FiMETEH RRT ICI= 1.50 
FOCAL LENGTH OF REFLECTtlR= 5E.i. 303:3!fi METER:2 
REFLECTOR PHW’ICRL DIHMETEt?= 37G.91790 METERS 
PEFLECTIIR ELECTRICAL DIHMETEP= 378.21%57 METERS 
:W!?FHICE HPPROX T MRT I ON ERROR= 1.3557452 riv 
ND OF tqOjjjLES Pl:RO:;:3 I::ORNER:~= 33 
tKlI~i.!LE DIkMETER ACFrOS:3 CORNERS= 16. 01:10 llETER:Y 
FOCAL LEHGTH TO DIRMETER RAT ICI= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 1545.1442’8 METERS 
REFLEC:TOf? PH’fSICRL D I PMETEl?= 428.63071 t’!ETERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICAL I! IHMETER= 430. 09619 rlETEf?S 
:SiJ?FACE RPPROXIMATIUW ERF?OR= 1. 19:3(l!ft58 MM 
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NO nF PlODULES H)C:RO:SS C’OPNER:‘= 37 
MCJIII-ILE 111 AMETER ACP@:3:% l:ORj-jERS= 16. 000 WETERS 
FUCAL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RATIO= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TClP= 722.97871 METER:3 
REFLECTOR PHYSICHL II I HtlETER= 4$$[1,:3435Z METER:3 
PEFLECTIIP ELECTRICAL DIAMETER= 4:31 I ‘Sisal rlETER:s 
SLWFHCE f3PPRUXIMATIlJN ERROR= i.0154i3122 riri 
t.40 OF tlOIti-iLE:~ ?+:R~:~:S l:OPtjER:z= 41 
MOIULE 111 FftlETEP fiC:ROSS l’I:OPNER:Z= 16;. rJOI:l METERS 
FOCHL LENGTH TO DIAMETER PATIO= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH OF PEFLECTLW= 81:l1]. 31314 METER:2 
REFLECTOR’ PHYSI CHL 11 I AMETER= 532, 1:1F,c;:s4 bjETEf?:S 
REFLECTIN ELECTRICHL DIWlETER= 533. 571543 METE:P:S 
:SlJ?FAC:E RPPRO:<IMFtT I OH EPROR= 13. 561 1369 rirq 
tKl OF tqODi_ILEiS’ FTc:t?O:SS l:URNEP:s= 45 
MODi-ILE 111 AMETEP F)CRO:S:3 C:nRNER:~= 16. Or:iO METER:3 
FCICAL LENGTH TO DIHMETEl? RHTIO= 1.50 
FIXHI. LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= 878,654757 NETERS 
PEFLECTOR PW’SI CFL 11 I HMETER= S83.7f3915 PlETEPS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICHL DIHVETER= 555. 76s 1:15 METEP:: 
:SURFHC:E WPPOX IMPT I GIN ERROR= 0 c 87S9945 tqtq 
t.40 nF tdOIii_ILEs f%:I;I’OS:s I:-JF(~#=PS= 4’3 
~liJ~I_iLE JjI aMETER pi:RaSz I:~PP{ERT~T= 16. 1:lf1 I) METEP:s 
FOCFiI- LENGTH TO DIAMETEP PHTIO= 1.50 
FIXML LENGTH OF REFLECTOR= ‘356, 48199 METER:5 
REFLECTUP PHYSI CFIL D I HMETEP= 6:35.491’36 PIETEpS 
REFLECTOR ELECiRICHL DI~METEH= 6:37.554Cm.c, METERS 
:SUt?FHCE FtPPWlXIMt3T ION EfsRl3R= cl. 804709:3 rirl 
NO OF tlODiJLES Hl:PnsS l:OPNERS= 53 
MODi~iLE DIHMETEI? FKRflSS C:ORPIEPS= 16w 000 METERS 
FUCHL L,EtGTH TO DIAMETER RFtTIO= 1.50 
FOCHL L.EN6TH OF REFLECTElf?= 1~34.31641 METERS 
REFLECTUP PHYSICaL DIHMETER= GB7.19477 METERS 
REFLECTLIP. ELECTRICHL DIHNETER= C&9- 54427 METERS 
:SiJ?FHCE APPRClXIMPTILlN EPROP= CJ. 744152’9 MM 
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IJ@ OF MODljLES flc:pOs:~ l:ORNER:~= 57 
I’l@IU-ILE Ii 1 AMETER aCR@Z:z t;@Pt-{EPS= 16. IjOO PETERS 
FOCSL LENGTH Ttl IiIFfMETEP l?RTIO= 1.50 
FOCAL LEtJGTH OF REFLECTOF;I’= lll2,1!fi@S3 N'1ETERS 
REFLECTOR PHi7S ICaL D I HMETEP= 738. ‘313754 METEP:2 
HEFLElCTOR ELECTRICHL DT~~lETER= 741.43389 METERS 
:~IA?FF~IX apwmx rim I ON ERPoF= n G.‘Tzl:1727 Mbj -. -- 
riu uF rluDi~.lL.E~ aI:fqu:s I;~R~-IER::= 61 
~1OIU-lLE IiIl+jETEF! Hl:RO:sS i:@RNEfG’:S= 16. IjOU t4ETEp:S 
FOCAL LENGTH TO DIRMETEt? HHTIO= 1.50 
FOCHL LENGTH OF REFLEC:TOP= 11@3.98528 tlETER:T: 
REFLECTOR PH’fSICAL DIAMETER= 7’30. E.2040 METERS 
REFLECTOR ELECTRICRL I! I HMETER= 793.32352 rlETERS 
:SIARFACE HPP!?BXI MAT r nri EF!RDP= 0. c.46:3 055 pm 
pi0 OF f40pt-ILEs aiT:pu:zz mRriEp+ E.5 
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